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1 2 
carrier gener:;iiy having a frecjriency in tile micro:vave 

3,534,367 region. Becailse a poition o i  the positiorii~i info~nl;iiioa 
'HaPAFFIG CONTROL S5'BTH'EIQI AXD METXOBB is represented as the carrier frequency from ea.ch aircrafi, 

Cl'ar'es Laughlin, Silv'er S P ~ ~ W Y  Roger e* Ho14en- it is a reqliirement of the and method that baugh, Greenbelt, and Walter K. Allen, Silver Sprang, 
Mdo, assignors to of America as phase coherence be maintained between receiving and 
sentea by the ~ d ~ ~ i ~ i ~ t ~ ~ t ~ ~  ~ ~ a i ~ ~ ~ l   ti^^ tran"si~:ing apparatus at  the central station and on each 
and Space Administration of the SST's. 

FiIed Jan. 35, 1968, Ser. No. 702,679 A problem in inaintainirlg n~inimum bandwidth and 
Hilt. C1. GOls 5/14 phase coherence between apparatus maintained on the 

U.S. CI. 343--112 47 elainns SST's and a t  the ground station is with regard to Dopp- 
ler effect caused by a receiving object moving at a veloc- 
ity of 2,000 knots. In  particular, an  §ST flying a t  2,000 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE h o t s  produces a two-way frequency shift in excess of 
Disclosed are a system and metllod for position locar- zkiO kilohertz (kHz.) on a 1.5 gigahertz (gHz.) carrier. 

ing, dzriving centralized air traffic control data and corn- 15 TO maintain minimum bandwidth and phase coherence 
municating via voice and digital signals between a mul- between the §ST and ground station equipment, there- 
tiplicity of remote aircraft including supersonic trans- fore, it is necessary to compensate for Doppler effect 
ports and a central station, as well as a peripheral ground resulting from the extremely high velocity of the SST in 
station (or stations), through a synchronous satellite relay a n'anner without destroying phase coherence. perhaps 
station. Side tone ranging patterns, as well as the digital 20 the most straightforward and obvious method for over- 
and voice signals, are modulated on a carrier transmitted conling the problem caused by Doppler effect on the car- 
from the central station and received on all of the super- rier frequency transmitted from the aircraft is to provide 
so;iic transports. Each aircraft comnlunicates with the n o  compensation at  all and allocate a bandwidth for each 
ground stations via a different frequency multiplexed spec- aircraft sufficiently broad to include th? maximum Dopp- 
trum. Supersonic transport position is derived from a 23 ler shift. With possible Doppler shift frequencies 011 the 
*liter at  the central station and supplied to a local air order of e l 0  !<HZ., however, the bandwidth associated 
traffic controller. Position is determined in response to with each SST would be SO great as to prevent efficient 
variable phase information imposed on the side tones at transmission between each aircraft and the ground station. 
the aircrafts, with a plurality of different side tone tech- Another approach to  the problem of Doppler shift on  
niques being employed, and re]ajred back to the trans- 00 the carrier frequency derived from an SST is exact com- 
ports. C o m n ~ o n  to all of the side tone techniques is Dopp- pensation, whereby the frequency transmitted from the 
ler compensation for the supersonic transport velocity. aircraft is shifted by an ultrastable oscillator on  the air- 

craft so that a t  all times the resultant frequency trans- 
mitted from the aircraft appears to be constant. Thereby, 

5 ground station and satellite receivers would always be  The invention described herein was made by en1ployees tuned exactly to the same center frequency transmitted of the United States Government and may be manufac- to received from the aircraft; however, phase co- 
and wed b~ Or for the for herence between received and transmitted carriers would luental purposes wiihout the payment of any royalties 

thereon or therefor. not be maintained since an independent oscillator must 

The present invention relates generally to central air 40 be inserted on each aircraft. Since phase coherence is 

control systems and nlethods wherein the position necessary and an oscillator with the required stability 

of moving objects is determined with side tone ranging could not be fiown on  each aircraft, it is not practical t o  

techniques. compensate exactly for Doppler frequency shifls. 

The development of the supersonic transport (SST), 45 I n  accordance with an  aspect of the present invention, 

commercial aircraft capable of flying approxin~ately 2,000 a compromise is struck between exact Doppler frequency 

knots, results in aircraft location problems illat do not and a system requiring an wide 

generally exist in tracking subsonic aircraft traveling on bandwidth. The frequency of the carrier received on the 

the order of 600 knots. SST's flying trarlsoceanic routes aircraft is measured and compared with a reference to 

must be apprised of the exact location of other 50 provide an indictaion of Doppler fren,uency shift. In re- 

SST,s in proximity thereto if lane corrjdoss of approxi- sponse to the difference between the received and refer- 
rnately 100 as are now siandPrd in sllbsonic trans- ence frequencies, One a piurafity frequency 
oceanic aircraft traffic control are to be utilized or re- ranges is selected and indicated by a digital signal that 

duced, The requirement for 'poshional data regarding modulates the carrier transmitted from the aircraft. The 

adjacent is criell more necessary for an be- 55 difference hetween the boundary value of the selected 
cause such an aircraft flying at 2,000 knots has a to range and the difference frequency is an  offset of the 
three ,xiinUte scparaiio,, to airc,-afl apparent carrier frequency transmitted from the aircraft 
,lliles away, in minule  separatkcr of air- relative to the aircraft carrier frequency nndcr static 
craf!:; flying at 600 ~IIO! ;  with the saliie dispiacemriit, f i i ~ h t  conditions. The ground s t ~ t i o n  responds to the 
K ~ ~ , ~ ~ ,  with S S T ~ ~  is neeti ioi- cii:;stirilt digital signal iransrniited f r o n ~  the aircraft t o  supply the 
on board anif crnti.sii7efi srrr.ieiliarlce of adjacal c o n ~ ~ ~ t c r  with an  inpul used in o ~ i e  proiiiion finding tech- 
craft inidair co!fiisioils inis]l:Lp3 r!ian iviij, filiqt~c, w11i:e aii?~i?',iarreousiy ii?cnitr;~iiig [he carrier trans- 
r1-;r-1srrc~ar1ic qrb$orrjr ;~i~.cr:if i. rnitied Cram the riirci-afi to provldr: a ir1easur.e of the 

in 2!ccoi-dnrlcc Lviih tile pr.ezelli iJ-iveni;oc, the (i"iereene beiivecrl the boriiitiaty valtie of' llie selecteti 
of a vel,icle, srlcll as a ti.ani-oceanic ss <. is t ~ c ~ e i . n , i l i e t ~  by i-ail'ge ai~ii  the ;icli!d c:;;rrlcr. Phase eoliercr~c- beiwcer; 
a conlputa a cenii-al location, sull!jjii.ti lo 2i tlre aircraft and ground station is preserved without re- 
central air trafic con(roiler having responsibiIfty for that quiring a wide bandwidth in the link between them by 
and acij:iceili airci-hft. and iransmjiteil to a Il!linber of tracking the carrier frequency and phrse with a phase 
acijacent ve]licles in flight via a syncl-Lronous snlei!iicl Po- locked loop while avoiding the problems associated with 
sitioned to relay signals between the vehicles and grotirid exact Z)ap~ikr compe~?sation. To prevent oscillation of 
station. The ~osit iorl  indicating signals reiiirrling i r o i ~ ~  tlre carrier frequency between two boundary values, as 
the air.crafi are variable phase sidetone? modil1:iled on a tile Dopplel. freqliency shifts slightly aborrt a b0trndar.y 
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GI range \~aiiic, iiysie;.;si:, is liruviiied in ihc aircraft position on ;I iil~t. of positiclr: clzfineci by the aii.creft ciis- 
Doppler cor~pcnsatiun ci;cuit indic:::ing frcqucii:;y r a n g .  i:lilca, Ci.cinl the center of the earth and the distance be- 

Several alteri~atc and/oi. co!~rp!emcniaty approaches tween ihe aircraft r::~ci :;aleIli!e. The calclilaied rcnge 
may he ufilircd for deier-mining the r>o4ticrr! of each air - x t t -  is con?parcd with the m.;asured range rate for every 
craft  by iisirig the side iurie ranging techniques of the , point on the line of position. Eqnality between the cal- 
present invention. In  accordance with one technique, a c ~ ~ l a t e d  and actual range rate values yields an  indication 
very low frequency receiver is provided on each aircraft, of the aircraft position. 
which receiver is responsive to  very low frequency, A further feature of the present invention is that the 
Omega emissions from a plurality of separated ground power (both total and per channel) and RMS phase 
based transmitters. I n  response to the very low frequency deviation of the signal transmitted from the satellite to 
signals received on the aircraft, the carrier transmitted the aircrafis remains constant as the power from any of 
thereby is modulated with data indicative of the aircraft the grorind stations con~municating with the aircraft 
position relative to  the Omega transmitters. The central changes due, e.g., to atmospheric conditions. Thereby; 
station responds to  the modulation imposed on the air- the signal from the satellite does not change in  character- 
craft carrier by the VLF signals received on the aircraft 1, istics and appears to be derived from a single source. 
t o  indicate the aircraft position. The general technique Prior art attempts to maintain power derived from a 
utilized for this sideband approach is described fully, satellite constant as a function of the number of stations 
except for  Doppler compensation, in the copending ap- transmitting data to the satellite have not been complete- 
plication of Laughlin, Jr, et al., commonly assigned with ly successful because they have been unable to effectively 
the present application, filed on May 22, 1967, and bear- 20 control transmitter power levels at  the ground stations. 
ing Ser. No. 641,431. According to the present invention, a true linear trans- 

According to a second technique utilized for measuring ponder is attained by beating the signals received from 
the ~os i t ion  of an  aircraft in accordance with the present the central and peripheral stations to a frequency wherein 
invention, the intersection point of three spheres, defining one of the ground station frequencies is at  baseband on 
lines of position or  spherical loci about predetermined 23 the satellite. The composite baseband signal phase mod- 
fixed points, is calculated a t  a ground station in response ulates a carrier transmitted from the satellite so that vir- 
t o  signals emitted from each aircraft. One of these spheres tually all of the information is contained in the first order 
is defined as the distance of the aircraft from the center sideband transmitted from the satellite. Without beating 
of the earth, as derived from the aircraft altimeter, the to baseband, a true linear transponder is not attained be- 
reading of which is transmitted as a digital signal to the 20 cause at  I.F. the phase modulation process is merely an 
ground station via the link including the synchronous approsirnation. At baseband there is no approximation; 
satellite. The radius of the second sphere is defined as instead the phase nlodulation process is completely ac- 
the line of position, i.e, range, between the aircraft and curate. 
synchronous satellite, determined in response to the phase The r.m.s. deviation of the phase modulation imposed 
of side tone modulation imposed on the microwave car- 33 on the carrier transmitted from the satellite remains con- 
rier transmitted between the satellite and aircraft. The stant as a function of total ground station power by 
radius of the third sphere is defined as a line of position n~easuring the baseband power received from all of the 
around a very low frequency transmitter, such as an  ground stations or, the satellite. Since almost all of this 
Omega transmitter, to which a very low frequency re- baseband power is contained in frequency nlodulated 
ceiver on the aircraft is responsive. 40 subcarriers, the RMS amplitude of which is not a func- 

The system utilizing a sj~nchronous satellite as a fixed lion of modulation, and these subcarriers remain pres- 
point requires ojlly one very low frequency transmitter, ent even in the absence of modulation, a coarse adjust- 
and not a multiplicity of such transmitters as is employed nlent of ground station pox1ers controls RMS phase 
by the technique relying upon Omega. Greater accuracy deviation. In  response to the power level or' the com- 
with the second system relative to  Omega may also exist 4, posit0 baseband signal on  the satellite, the RMS am- 
because the aircraft responds to the VLF transmitter plitude of the baseband signal modulating the carrier 
closest or at the best geometrical location relative to the transmitted from the satellite is varied utilizing auto- 
aircraft, whereby greater VLF signal-to-noise ratios or matic gain control techniques. The total power reaching 
LOP intersection geometry is generaIly attained than with the satellite remains constant by providing an A.G.C. 
a system responsive to a plurality of relatively distant 60 network for the transmitters at  the central and peripheral 
VLF transmitters. In  addition, the satellite range can be ground stations. At the central station, the A.G.C. net- 
determined inore accurately with R.F. techniques than work responcls to an  indication of the A.G.C. signal de- 
throguh VLF measurement, thereby decreasing one di- rived on the satellite for  phase modulation control, while 
mension of aircraft position error. power transmitted from each peripheral station is con- 

In  accoraclnce with another embodiment of the present 55 trolled by comparing the carrier power level from the ten- 
invention, the requiremant for a ground based VLF trans- tral station and the local station. The indication of cell- 
mitier is conlpletely obviated by calculating the velocity tral station carrier power level is derived at the peripil.. 
vector of the aircraft relative to a synchrono~ls satellite. stations by ~no~litoring the signal transmitted f r o ~ n  
In partic~ilar, the ail-craft to satellite range rate, i.e. veioc- the sateliite to the aircrafts. 
ity vector, is derived from a coarse Dopiiler measurement. 60 It is, accordingly, an ol~ject of the present invention 
made by the aircraft Doppler compensator, which rrleas-- to provide new and improved systems and nlefhods for 
aren~ent  is tranmn~itted back to the central statioir via a determining the position of a nloving object, 
digital link. The  ex;ici aircraft carrier is determined ;it the Airother object of the present inventiorl is to provitle 
central siiiiictrt in r.esjjolrc;r: lo i l r t  ili:ilciE :;ij;l:aj a i i d  ii  n;c;ts- :: syste::~ i'cr and inethad of c;ilcirl;itil~g iiie positio:i of 
i~n:m-nl of Ijie a i r~r i i f i  carrier f r iqurncy  r . d : ! i i ~ C  io 21 :;A 

:In 0h.kcL ir-I rccpon::e lo i~ien<~ri.r.ii~tnr.: i.cprcserrlirip f : 1~  !;iartd;jrd :.r -I.-- t i> -  ccnfrai s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  !II ~ d ( i j ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  i ~ : d i c ~ ~ [ i ~ l l ~  0~ 

tile aircrxfr v~locity vector relative to r h ~  epr th ,  2.i cie- 
iiir4ar?ce of tire object beiwecn predeler~r~incd poiilts on 

rived from accelerometers on the aircraft, a d  Ihz range earth arid in oilier space. 
&tween the aircraft and the synchronous sateiiite, as de- A further object o f  the present invention is to provide 
rived fro*-, side techniques imposed on a microwave ii) "sten1 for and insthod of communicating between a 
carrier, are transmitted from the to the grorind ~ i u r a i i i ~  of aircrafts and a p!uralily of gror~nd siatio!;s 

via the synchronous In i.espon::e ;o ihc via a synch~.onous satellite, wherein one of the ground 
aircraft velocity vector relative to the earth, the comprrter stations provides aircraft position indications. 
:>t the gronnti station calci~iaies what the range rate he- A f~~r . t !~er  object of the present invention isr to provitle 
tween the ail-cral'i a!id tllc s;~telli(e siroulil be for every ;;, a sys!enr a i ~ t l  methoil for enabling the position of a n  ;iic- 
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craft to be determined without a relatively complex com- FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram of the Doppler correc- 
puter being included on the aircraft. tion network utilized in the apparatus of FIG. 9. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide The following detailed description is made assuming a 
a new and improved system for enabling a plurality of system having one central control station and one other 
relatively adjacent aircrafts flying transoceanic flights to ground station. In addition, it is assumed that only three 
be apprised of the position of each other and to have aircrafts are being monitored by a single synchronous 
their relative position monitored at  a central location. satellite located midway between the European and North 

It  is another object of the present invention to provide American land masses over the Atlantic Ocean. Also, 
a new and improved system and method for communi- it is assumed that only three VLF Omega transmitters in 
cating between a ground station and a moving vehicle the North Atlantic region are provided. It is to be under- 
while providing, on the vehicle, Doppler compensation stood, however, that in an operational system as many 
for the speed thereof. as nine secondary ground stations may be employed and 

Another object of the present invention is to provide that simultaneous communication with two hundred air- 
a system for and method of communicating between a crafts is accomplished with one synchronous satellite 
plurality of aircrafts flying transoceanic flights and a plu- 15 while worldwide coverage is attained with at  least three 
rality of ground based stations, one of which is a central synchronous satellites suitably located over different seg- 
station and another of which is a station the aircraft is ments of the global area. Also, in an operational, world- 
approaching or leaving. wide system, eight VLF Omega transmitters are included. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro- Reference is now made to FIG. 1 of the drawings, 
vide a new and improved system for and method of com- 20 wherein there are illustrated three aircrafts 11-13 in trans- 
municating between a plurality of ground stations and oceanic flights between the North American and Euro- 
an object via a synchronous satellite, wherein the com- pean land masses. Synchronous satellite 14 is positioned 
posite signal transmitted from the satellite to the object a t  a relatively stationary point above the equator in the 
from all of the ground stations remains at  a constant central Atlantic Ocean, a subsatellite point, a t  an altitude 
power level regardless of the power reaching the satellite 25 of approximately 23,000 miles, whereby it has a rota- 
from any of the ground stations. tional velocity equal to  the rotational velocity of the 

Still a further object of the present invention is to  earth. Located on the North American land mass is a 
provide a new and improved system for and method of primary control station 15 including microwave trans- 
communicating between a plurality of ground stations mitter and receiver 16. On the European land mass is a 
and one or more objects wherein a carrier transmitted 30 second or  peripheral station 17 including microwave 
from the satellite is phase modulated at a constant RMS transmitter and receiver 18. Secondary control station 17 
phase deviation regardless of the number of ground sta- is substantially the same as primary control station 15, 
tions in operation. except for power monitoring and control functions and 

Still another object of the present invention is to  pro- apparatus at the primary station utilized for determining 
vide a new and improved system for and method of 35 the position of aircrafts 11-13 is not operating at the 
transmitting between a plurality of intermittently oper- secondary center although it may be available as a 
ated ground stations and one or more objects via a syn- backup. 
chronous satellite, wherein the composite signal from Two-way line of sight microwave transmission between 
the satellite appears to be derived from a single source ground stations 85 and 17 and synchronous satellite 14 
since power and RMS phase deviation of the transmitted 40 is on a carrier frequency of approximately 5 gHz., while 
signal remain constant despite changes in the number transmission between satellite 14 and each of aircrafts 
of ground stations in  operation. 11-13 is on a carrier in the aircraft allocation band of 

The above and still further objects, features and advan- approximately 1.5 gHz. n e r e b y ,  data are relayed be- 
tages of the present invention will become apparent upon tween ground stations 15 and 17 to aircrafts 11-13 via 
consideration of the following detailed description of 45 s~nchronous satellite 14 by fr-equency conversion from 
several specific embodiments thereof, especially when the C-band range to the L-band range. Ground stations 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 15 and 17 are also responsive to  the L-band signal trans- 
wherein: mitted from satellite 14 whereby they can monitor the 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the princi- relative power as received on the satellite from all ground 
ples of the present invention according to one embodi- 50 stations. 
ment; According to one embodiment of the present invention, 

FIG. 2 is a chart of the transmitting sequence and the positions of aircrafts 11-13 are ascertained in response 
frequencies of the presently operational portion of the to  VLF signals transmitted from omega stations 19-21 
Omega system; located at  relatively widely separated points on tbe land 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating the princi- 55 mass illustrated by FIG. 1. Omega transmitters 19-21 
ples of the present invention in accordance with a second are very high Power, VLF sources of electromagnetic 
embodiment, wherein VLF and R.F. side tones are em- energy, as described in detail in a publication entitled 
p lo~ed;  "Omega, A World-Wide Navigational System," published 

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating the princi- for the Omega Implementation Committee by Pickard 
ples of the present invention in accordance with another 60 and Burns Electronics, 183 4th Ave., Waltham, Mass. 
embodiment of the present invention wherein velocity The very low frequency band between 10.2 and 13.6 IrHz. 
vector of the object being located is employed; was selected for omega transmission because complete 

FIG. 5 is a diagram of the spectrum transmitted from global coverage by signals in such a frequency range is 
a central station and a peripheral station to the aircrafts; attained by employing only eight transmitting stations, 

FIG. 6 is a diagram of the spectrum transmitted from 65 each radiating ten kilowatts of power. This particular 
one of the aircrafts to the central station; frequency band exhibits excellent propagation character- 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the apparatus at  the istics, allowing maximum coverage by each station, and 
central station; has good phase stability, enabling sufficiently accurate 

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram of the transponder appa- i0 measurements to derive position of VLF receivers relative 
ratus on the satellite; to the omega transmitters. The three omega stations 19- 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the apparatus on one of 211 illustrated on the land mass of FIG. 1, as well as a 
the aircrafts; fourth omega station, located in the Hawaiian Islands, en- 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the apparatus at  a able the position of an object receiving the VLF waves 
peripheral station; and 75 in the north Atlantic region illustrated to be accurately 
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ascertained utilizing hyperbolic, isophase lines of position digital signal that modulates a subcarrier transmitted from 
relative to  the omega transmitters. central station 15 to  satellite 14 on C-band. In addition, 

The four mentioned omega transmission sites generate this positional information is supplied to a central air 
coherent VLF signals of 10.2, 11.33 and 13.6 kHz. in traffic controller who monitors all aircraft status and 
sequence in a manner indicated by the signal format chart location. The satellite transponder converts the subcarrier 
of FIG. 2. Sidebands of 11.3, 45.3 and 226 Hz. are re- data to L-band that is transmitted to aircrafts 18-13. The 
spectively superimposed on the 10.2, 11.33 and 13.6 kHz. subcarrier is demodulated on each of aircrafts gp-$a, 
signals, whereby the location of a receiver can be deter- whereby the relative position of each aircraft is known 
mined uniquely within an area having sides of approxi- on the other aircrafts. With a large aircraft population 
mately 7,000 miles. A complete sequence of omega trans- only nearby aircraft location is relayed to a particular 
mission resulting in full global coverage attained by eight aircraft. 
omega transmitters requires ten seconds. Each sequence According to an embodiment of the invention illus- 
includes eight segments, each having a duration on the trated by FIG. 3, which may be utilized to augment or 
order of one second, with separations between adjacent replace the VLF omega position determining system, a 
transmissions of 0.2 seconds. Because of the unique fre- 15 single VLF source, such as transmitter 20, is utilized 
quency and time relationship existing during each ten- in c o n j u n ~ t i ~ n  with side tone, R.F. ranging techniques 
second omega transmission format, identification of which and altitude signals derived from aircrafts 11-13. In dis- 
station is transmitting a particular frequency is easily cussing the embodiment of FIG. 3, to simplify the presen- 
ascertained, as described in the previously mentioned tation, consideration will be given only to locating the 
omega publication. 20 position of aircraft 12, with the assumption that similar 

Calculation of the position of an object utilizing omega techniques are employed for ascertaining the positions 
techniques is made by comparing the relative phase of of aircrafts 11 and 113 and that data indicative of the 
signals having the same frequency received on an object location of all the aircrafts are relayed back to the 
being tracked from a pair of transmitters. To provide a aircrafts from ground station 15 and also supplied to 
specific illustration, consider that aircraft 12 receives a 25 the central controller. The position of aircraft 12 is de- 
10.2 kHz. signal from station 21 with a phase of 45" termined utilizing a technique wherein the position of 
relative to a 10.2 kHz. reference phase during the first 0.9 aircraft 12 is defined by the intersection of spheres 24 
second of an omega transmission format. During a second and 25 having radii respectively equal to: the distance 
transmission period, extending from 1.1 to 2.1 seconds between aircraft 12 and the center of the earth, as deter- 
after the beginning of the omega transmission format 30 mined by the aircraft altimeter the distance of aircraft 
being considered, aircraft 12 receives the 10.2 kHz. signal 1% from omega transmitter m. Spheres 24 and 25 have 
derived from station 19 with a phase of -30" relative centers respectively coincident with the center of the earth 
t o  the 10.2 kHz. reference. In response to  the 75" phase and at VLF transmitter 20. The aircraft position is the 
difference between the signals received from stations 19 intersection point of spheres 24 and 25 with line of posi- 
and 21, an isophase line, defined by the locus of points 35 tion circle 26, having its center coincident with the sub- 
of a hyperbola with foci at stations 19 and 28, is derived. satellite point and radius determined by the distance of 
During a 1.1 second time interval extending from 2.3 to aircraft 12 from satellite 14 and the aircraft altitude. 
3.4 seconds after the initiation of the omega format being The distance of aircraft 42 from omega transmitter 
considered, the 10.2 kHz. wave from the Hawaiian Island 20, along the surface of sphere 25, is determined with 
omega transmission site is received on aircraft 12 with a 4O VLF isophase techniques somewhat similar to those em- 
phase of -145" relative to the reference 10.2 kHz. phase. ployed in omega. The present technique differs from 
In response to the 115" phase difference between the omega, however, since the position of aircraft 12 relative 
Hawaiian Island signal and the signal from station 19, to VLF transmitter 20 is defined as a sphere, rather than 
a second isophase line describes the position of aircraft as a hyperbolid. The locus of points is defined as a 
12. The intersection of the two isophase lines provides 45 sphere because the isophase lines originate from a single 
an indication of the position of aircraft 12. VLF site and is determined by comparing the phase of 

Because the relative phase of the VLF transmissions the VLF signal with a reference phase of the same fre- 
from omega stations 29-21 is repetitive as a function of quency. The phase of isophase line 25, on which aircraft 
a distance from the station, it is necessary to utilize more $2 is located, is determined at central station 15 by 
than one VLF transmission frequency. By employing 50 modulating an L-band carrier transmitted from the air- 
three VLF omega transmission frequencies of 10.2, 11.33 craft with the VLF signal received on aircraft 12 and 
and 13.6 kHz., the position of an object carrying an relaying the modulated signal to central station $5 via 
omega VLF receiver can be resolved to an area having synchronous satellite 14. To provide a reference phase 
sides on the order of 75 miles. The side tones of 11.3, for the VLF signals received on aircraft 12, central sta- 
45.3 and 226 Hz. enable resolution to regions having sides 55 tion 15 includes a 10.2 kHz. source that modulates the 
on the order of 7,000 miles. C-band carrier fed to aircraft 22 via the R.F. link in- 

In the present invention, VLF signals from the four cluding satellite 14. The 10.2 kHz. reference phase re- 
mentioned omega transmission sites are received on each ceived on aircraft 112 is transmitted from the aircraft 
of aircrafts 1%-13 to modulate the different L-band car- back to ground station 15 via the synchronous satellite, 
riers transmitted from each aircraft to synchronous satel- 60 together with modulation imposed by the 10.2 kHz. VLF 
lite 14. Synchronous satellite 14 responds to the three signal from omega transmitter 20, enabling sphere 25 to 
L-band carriers transmitted thereto, beats the modulation be determined at the central station. 
spectrums thereon to baseband relative to one of the car- The radius of circle 26 is determined solely by utilizing 
riers, and phase modulates the baseband spectrum on a R.F. side tone ranging techniques. A low frequency 
C-band carrier transmitted to  ground stations 15 and 17. 65 modulation side tone spectrum with frequencies on the 
Central ground station 15 responds to the omega modula- same order of magnitude as the omega transmission 
tion spectrums on the C-band carrier to  derive informa- frequencies, modulates the C-band carrier transmitted 
tion indicative of the positions of three aircrafts 11-13. from central station 15 to aircraft 12 via satellite 14. The 
Ground station 15 includes a VLF receiver t o  enable de- side tones are received on aircraft 12 and retransmitted 
tected omega signals modulated on the microwave signal 70 back to central station 15, where they are compared with 
received thereby to be separated according to the station reference phase signals of the same frequency. In re- 
from which the VLF energy was transmitted. In response sponse to the phase difference between the received side 
to the VLF and R.F. spectrums received at  station 15, tones at central station 45 and the reference phase signals 
the positions of aircrafts 11-13 are determined at central originating at the central station, the distance between 
station 15. The positional information is derived as a 75 aircraft 82 and satellite 14 is derived somewhat sin~ilarly 
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to line of position 25. Since the distance between syn- tion location methods. In an actual system, any one or 
chronous satellite 84 and ground station P5 is also meas- more of the position locating systems and methods may 
ured by side tone ranging techniques, the distance between be employed depending upon the relative advantages of 
the subsatellite point and aircraft 12 can be ascertained each. The embodiment utilizing a plurality of Omega 
to define circle 26. A computer at the central station 15 transmitters for position determination has at the pres- 
responds to the phase indicating signals to solve three ent time the disadvantage of lacking world wide cover- 
simultaneous equations representing the positions of lines age. In particular, the Omega system has not now been 
24-26 to determine the location of aircraft 12. completely implemented, as only four of the eight sta- 

According to still a third embodiment of the inven- tions required for worldwide position determination 
tion, the position of aircraft I2 can be determined at have been established. The embodiment of FIG. 3, utiliz- 
central station 15 by utilizing R.F. side tone techniques, ing VLF and R.F. side tone ranging techniques, has the 
together with aircraft altimeter readings and aircraft ve- advantage of not requiring a complete array of Omega 
locity readings relative to satellite 14 and the earth. Range transmitters. The system of FIG. 3, however, requires 
rate or velocity measurements of aircraft 12 relative to three VLF transmitters for worldwide coverage to pro- 
satellite 14 are made in response to Doppler frequency 15 vide adequate received signal strength at  all points on 
shift measurements made at the central control station the globe. At the present time, such VLF transmitters 
on the aircraft carrier frequency, while the velocity meas- exist in the north Atlantic and mid Pacific areas, but 
urements relative to earth are derived from accelerometers none has been installed in the Far East or Indian Ocean 
located on aircraft 12. The side tone technique utilized region. The embodiment of FIG. 4 has the distinct ad- 
for measuring range between the satellite 14 and aircraft 20 vantage of not requiring any VLF, ground based trans- 
12 is identical to that indicated supra with regard to FIG. mitters. The velocity responsive system of FIG. 4, how- 
3. All of the signals are relayed to central station 15, ever, is subject to errors in calculation and resolution if 
where the position of aircraft 12 is computed, monitored the velocity of an aircraft being tracked is a t  right angles 
by the air traffic controller and transmitted back to the to the line of position defined by the distance between 
aircrafts in flight. 25 aircraft 12 and satellite 14. Hence, a system utilizing 

To consider the geometrical principles involved in de- all three techniques for determining the position of an 
termining the location of aircraft 12 by utilizing velocity aircraft has the advantage of compensating for the dif- 
principles, reference is made to FIG. 4 of the drawings. ficulties of any one of them. 
Basically, the technique involves calculating what the While three separate position locating systems and 
value of the range rate, Rs, of aircraft 12 with respect 30 techniques are utilized virtually simultaneously in the 
to satellite 14 should be from the composite aircraft present invention, the three systems have in common 
velocity vector, V, for every position on a line of posi- the feature of phase coherence between central staton 85 
tion defined by a sphere having its center a t  the satellite and transceiving equipment contained on each of air- 
and of radius equal to the distance between satellite 14 crafts 11-13. To achieve phase coherence between the 
and aircraft 12. Each of the calculated values of range 35 central station 15 and each of aircrafts 11-13, signals 
rate is compared with the measured value of range rate, derived from the aircraft must be phase locked with 
as determined from Doppler measurements made on the signals of reference phase at central station 15. Achiev- 
carrier frequency transmitted from aircraft $2. That posi- ing phase lock between central station 15 and aircrafts 
tion on the line of position wherein the calculated and 11-13 is a problem, however, since the 2,000 knot speed 
measured values of range rate are equal provides an 40 of the aircraft causes the L-band carrier received and 
indication of the actual position of aircraft 12. transmitted from the aircrafts to be shifted in frequency 

It can be shown that the velocity and positional data by aproximately 10,000 Hertz. Because of the mul- 
mentioned can be utilized to evolve equations: tiplicity of aircraft being tracked at any time from cen- 

1R.I 
tral station 15, such a shift in carrier frequency of the 

45 signal transmitted from one aircraft cannot be tolerated. 
= - \ l ( ~ .  cos 8 cos @-R,)2+ (R. cos 0 sin +)2+(R. sin O ) z  Otherwise, the bandwidth required to track and com- 

1 municate with 200 aircraft would be 4.2 mHz. greater 
[(R. cos 8 eos m- R.) V,+ ( R ,  oos 9 sin @) Vy than the bandwidth required to transmit voice and digi- 

tal data between the aircraft and ground stations. ' ( Rs sin ') vzl (2) 50 According to an aspect of the described system that 
where: is comomn to each of the three position keeping tech- 
R,-aircraft to satellite range measured with R.F. side 

tones; 
 aircraft to satellite velocity measured with R.F. 

Doppler shift frequency; 
R,=satellite distance from center of earth, derived 

from satellite position; 
V,, V, and V, are aircraft velocities relative to the center 

of earth measured with accelerometers; 
R,=aircraft distance from the center of earth measured 

with an altimeter, i.e. IR,=R,+~,; 
+=aircraft azimuth angle relative to fixed meridian on 

earth which the satellite is above; 
$=aircraft elevation angle with respect to equator of 

niques, the Doppler shift frequency transmitted from the 
aircraft is compensated by limting the carrier frequency 
Doppler shift transmitted from each aircraft to a relatively 
small bond of, for example, 50.8  kHz. If the Doppler 
shift exceeds rt0.8 kHz., the carrier frequency transmitted 
from the aircraft is shifted in discrete steps so that it re- 
mains within these boundaries. A digital indication of the 
number of steps is transmitted from aircraft 12 to station 
15 by modulating a carrier with a low frequency binary sig- 
nal, whereby the central station is appraised of the range of 
the frequency shift imposed by Doppler on the carrier 
transmitted from the aircraft. The actual value of the 
Doppler frequency within the given range is then deter- 
mined at the central station bv a measurement of the car- 

eartll; rier frequency in the given Grcraft channel. 
R,=radius of earth; and Consideration is now given to the spectrums transmitted 
h,=aircraft altimeter reading. from satellite 14 to aircraft 31-13 and ground stations B5, 
Equations 1 and 2 are simultaneous equations having 17 by referring to FIGS. 5 and 6. Considering FIG. 5,  the 
as unknowns the azimuth (+) and elevation (0 )  angles 70 composite spectrum transmitted from satellite 14 Ot air 
of aircraft 92 relative to a spherical coordinate system crafts 11-13 in response to signals from ground stations 
having its center concident with the center of the earth. 15 and 117, a single carrier fOl, at L-band has phase modu- 

In the system described herein all three position loca- lated thereon a baseband spectrum, including seven con- 
tion embodiments are described in a single unitary sys- tinuous tones, a digital timing and control signal and three 
tern, whereby checks are provided for each of the posi- 75 frequency modulated subcarriers. The three subcarriers are 
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displaced from each other 60 kHz., being located at 100 15, illustrated by FIG. 7, derives the spectrum indicated by 
kHz., 160 kHz. and 220 kHz. from the carrier, with each FIG. 5, except for the FM voice transmission on the 220 
being frequency modulated with a spectrum of 18 kHz. kHz. subcarrier, which is derived from peripheral sta- 
bandwidth. The subcarriers a t  100 and 160 kHz. respec- tion 17. 
tively carry digital and voice FM modulation originating Central station 15 includes C-band transmitter 31 that 
from central station 15, while the subcarrier at 220 kHz. couples microwave energy through diplexer 32 to  C-band 
carries FM voice data originating from ground station 17. feed 33, which feed is coupled t o  a high gain dish (not 
The displacement of the subcarrier frequencies is made on shown). C-band transmitter 31 is responsive to the spec- 
a preassigned basis, whereby the carrier for the voice trum indicated by FlG. 5, except for the voice band cen- 
signal originating from ground station 14 is displaced by a tered at 220 kHz., as derived from single-sideband modula- 
frequency of 220 kHz. from the carrier originating from tor 34. Single-sideband modulator 34 is supplied with the 
central station 15, which relationship is maintained by spectrum by the output of summing amplifier 35, the in- 
station 7 monitoring satellite transmissions. puts of which are responsive to summing amplifier 38 and 

Baseband data on the fol carrier, derived from signals FM modulators 36 and 37. FM modulator 36 includes a 
generated at central station 15, are divided into a plurality 100 kHz. subcarrier source 39 for modulating digital 
of single audio frequency, coherent ranging side tones signals derived from conlputer 41, while modulator 37 in- 
and a digital timing and control signal; the latter signal cludes a 160 kHz. subcarrier source 42 and is responsive 
occupying a bandwidth of 500 hertz and being centered on to voice signals derived from an operator speaking into 
a subcarrier of 1.0 kHz. All of the single frequency, sin- microphone 43. Each of modulators 36 and 37 includes a 
gle-sideband tones in the baseband are utilized for the 20 band pass Hter for limiting the frequency excursion de- 
position finding method described in conjunction with rived thereby to 18 m z .  F M  modulator 37 has a modula- 
FIG. 3. In particular, tones at 3.4, 5.67 and 6.8 kHz. en- tion index of 2, thereby requiring an 18 W z .  bandwidth 
able the position of aircraft PI to be ascertained utilizing with a baseband spectrum up to 3 k ~ ~ .  
phase comparison techniques. To increase resolution for Summing amplifier 38 feeds the remainder of the base- the R.F. side tone range finding techniques, a second tone 25 band spectrum of FIG. to amplifier 35. To this end, the is provided for each of the three tones, with the second inputs of summing amplifier 38 are responsive to con- tones being respectively displaced from the 3.4, 5.67 and tinuous tones of 3.4, 3.626, 5.67, 5.716, 6.8 and 6.8113 

kHz' tones by 226' 46'3 and hertz' A kHz' kHz. respectively derived from sources 44, 44.1, 45, 45.P, tone provides a reference phase on aircrafts 11-13 at the 46 and 46.1. In addition, summing amplifier 38 includes an 
same frequency as One of the VLF whereby 30 input carrying digital timing and control signals modulated the radius of sphere 25, FIG. 3, can be ascertained. 

The spectrum transmitted from each of aircrafts 11-13 On IcHz' 'Ource "' 

to satellite 14, illustrated by the spectral diagram of FIG. The timing and control signals modulated on subcarrier 
6, has a carrier frequency foA and a total bandwidth of 7 Source 48 are derived in response to the omega sequence, 
kHz. plus two 1 kHz. guard bands at  either end of the FIG. 2, received at central station 15 by VLF antenna 49 
spectrum. Carrier f oA  has modulated thereon a single-side- 35 and coupled to omega receiver 51. Omega receiver 51  sup- 
band AM voice spectrum at baseband, extending between plies a signal to Omega station identification network 52, of 
350 and 3,000 hertz. Single-sideband ranging tones are the type generally employed in all omega receivers, except 
established at the same relative frequencies in the baseband for a 0.25 second delay in the input circuit thereof to 
transmitted from each aircraft as is transmitted thereto, compensate for the average round trip transmission time 
namely at frequencies of 3.4, 3.626, 5.67, 5.716, 6.8 and 40 between station 115 and the aircrafts via satellite 14. Omega 
6.8113 kHz. from foA. In addition, a subcarrier at 4.25 station identification receiver 52 derives four outputs, each 
kHz. from foA has modulated thereon digital data having respectively having a binary one level in response to a 10.2 
a bandwidth of e 0 . 2 5  kHz. The digital data are indicative kHz. signal being detected by receiver 51 from transmis- 
of parameters measured on the aircraft; examples of the sion of one of omega transmitters 89-21, or the transmitter 
parameters are Doppler frequency compensation, aircraft 43 located at  the Hawaiian Islands. 
altitude and accelerometer readings. The four signals derived from omega station identifica- 

The total actual bandwidth required for the spectrum tion network 52 are supplied to OR gate 53, the output 
of FIG. 6 is on the order of 7 kHz. The bandwidth is ex- of which is fed to digital coder 54. Digital coder 3% in- 
tended to 9 kHz,, by placing guard bands of 1 kHz. on cludes another input, to indicate the duration of alternate 
either side of the spectrum. The guard bands are required 50 ten second .omega formats. To this end, the output of 
to accommodate the 2 0 . 8  kHz. Doppler frequency shift Omega station ~dentification network 52, indicating the 
that can occur in the carrier foA due tot he Doppler com- Presence of 10.2 'kHz. transmission from omega trans- 
pensation employed. If the compensation technique of the mitter 19 at the beginning of each ten second format 
present invention were not utilized, the guard bands would period, is coupled to the input of differentiating detect- 
extend 10 kHz. on either side of the spectrum. 55 ing network 55. Thereby, at the beginning of each omega 

The spectrums derived from each of aircrafts 11-13 format cycle, network 55 derives a short duration pulse 
have different, a reassigned carrier frequencies relatively that is coupled to the input of bistable multivibrator 56. 
displaced from each other, by 9 kHz. whereby a complete The output of multivibrator 56, a square wave having a 
spectrum is received at  the satellite fronl each aircraft periodicity of 20  seconds, is coupled as the other input to 
without overlap relative to  other spectrums. The spectrums 60 coder 54. During alternate omega transmission formats, 
derived from aircrafts 11-13 are transmitted via L-band the outputs of flip-flop 56 are binary zero and one voltages. 
links to satellite 14, where they are detected and modu- The binary zeroes and ones derived from flip-flop 56 and 
lated on a single C-band carrier, with the same frequency OR gate 53 are translated in coder 5$ to digital signals 
separation as exists in their transmission to the satellite utilized for controlling switches on aircrafts 11-13, as from the aircrafts. The C-band carrier is transmitted from 65 
satellite 24 to ground stations $5 and 17. ~~~~~d station Seen infra. The output of coder 54 is a sequence of binary 

responds to all of the C-band data relayed from the bits, responsive to the status of the signals derived from 

satellite, while station 17 responds only to  selected C- flipflop 56 and OR gate 53. 

band voice data from aircrafts in proximity thereto and The carrier frequency supplied to  single-sideband 
monitors the L-band carrier and relative power levels trans- 70 modulator 34 is derived from C-band frequency stand- 
mitted by the satellite for frequency and power control ard 61. The frequency received by the transponder on 
purposes. satellite 14 must appear to be constant, whereby the out- 

Consideration is now given to the apparatus at central put of standard 61 cannot be supplied directly t o  modula- 
station 15, satellite 14, and on one of the aircrafts 11-93 tor 34 because the synchronous satellite is subject to move- 
by referring to FIGS. 7-9, respectively. Central station 75 ment relative to the subsatellite point. The movement of 
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" , ; - 3. . fi.cm the o l i c ~ t  of mi:!i$;:I- 91 ( G  ,,cI : ! jc zmp!iiier 
s!,if: cf t i le  caii.ii;i. f:--;ii:~-i?ci:,s rccci\icd t lr~reby. galin a.t ;I Ie:jel to maln:ain il!e :r;ilp!iiridc, of tbc i;?)irri 

rc.. .., ,,,I,.. ,,,,,rit>il ::, f a r  th tdocy!er shift is a!t~:il?cti i-: sxb- ::ii.?a? to ;hasc moi:~l,;toi. 59 a t  a !cvcl whcrcin th:: 
styiitinllg the same m:innc,r :if. cach of !he 2io:ind sta- phase motiulatioi: has ail !-my ~Iel'iatior: of one 1.adian 
lio:~:, by nioriitoring the L-bard ccirricr freqr~ency trans- regardicss of tbc ground ~t3ii03 power :-e;iching :he s:itel- 
~ n i t t ~ d  from suteiiile 14 to aircrafts 11-13. The E-band lite. "n.0 this end, the A.G.C. network effectively adds the 
carrier is picked up a t  central station 4% by feed 62 that FovJer in the several spectrums, as illustrated by FIG.  5, 
is coupled to L-band receiver 63. The fol  carrier frecp~ency derived from amplifier 91. If, for example, only central 
deliced from L-band receiver 63 is cor:?pared with ire- station 15 were transmitting data to satellite 14 at full 
q:;ency standard 61 in phase locked loop 64 that comprises power and the power reaching the satellite from station 
syiichronous detector 65 rcsporisive to the outputs of fie- 17 were reduced because, e.g., of atmospheric condi- 
q~;.ency stsadard 69 and the s u n  frequency output of tions, the voice spectrum centered at  220 kHz. would be 
n~ixei- 68, d,erived by beating the oatputs of ~ 0 l i a g e  con- attenuated relative to  the power in the spectrum at 160 
trolled oscillator 66 and L-band receiver 63.  Synchrono~1s k ~ z .  and the A.G.C. output voltage would be less than 
cietector 65 derives a spectrum including a D.C. voltage 15 when the voice spectrum centered at 220 kHz. is being 
indicative of the frequency separation of the lnicrowave received at  full power; in contrast, a relatively large 
signals applied thereto. The D.C. voltage is passed through h B , . ~ . ~ .  signal is galerated when power from both ground 
low pass filter 67, to the exclusion of the remai:lder of is received a t  the satellite without attenuation. 
the c~ret r i lm generated by dctector 65, to control the fre- sn response to the low and high amplitude output signals 
qtlencp of voltage controlled oscillator 65.  The @utiJut 20 of A.G.C. network 92 under the assumed conditions, :he 
of voltage cor?irolled oscillator 66, in addition to beiiig gain of amplifier 91 is respecti~Jely increased and de- 
I-ieter-odyned with the o~l tput  of receiver 63 in mixer 68, creased to achieve a one radian rms phase deviation from 
is frequency multiplied in nlultiplier 70 to form a C-bar,",hase modulator 89 ,  
carrier supplied to single-sideband modulator 34. The The phase modulated output signal of modulator 89 
single-sideband modulated C-band carrier generated by 25 is shifted from the relatively low carrier frequency, ap- 
~noclulator 34 is coupled to feed 33 via transnlitter 31. plied to the modulator by synthesizer 83, t o  an L-band 

The C-band signal derived from transmitter 31 is relayed carrier of 1.54 g ~ z ,  by feeding the phase modulator 
to iatellits $4, the transponder circuitry of which is illns- to a plurality of cascaded mixers, shown for 
tixted by FIG. 8. Eroadly, the satellite circuitly beats the simplicity as mixer 93. Mixer 93 responds to a 
energy transmitted to it fronl slations 15 and 9'7 to ba-se- 30 high frequency output of synthesizer $3 t o  derive a sing]e.. 
band for one of the C-band carriers, and phase modulates ~ - b ~ ~ d  sum frequency signal. 7 h e  signal de- 
an L-band carrier of 1.54 gNz. with the baseband spec- rived from mixer 43 is fed power 94 
trams, while maintaining phase coherence by deriving the to 82 and transmitted from the satellite trans- 
t:.ansmitted carrier from the received carrier. The modula- ponder via antenna 81. ~ - b ~ ~ d  is received at 
tion compoilents are phase modulated on the 1.54 gRz. yj ground stations 15 and 1'3 to control sine,e-sideband 
L-band carrier, with an  rms deviation of one radian re- modulator 34 thereat; a t  ~ " 9 t h ~  ~ ~ - b ~ ~ d  signal 
gardl-ss of the total ground station power reaching the controls the c-band transmitter. control of c-band 
satellite. Thereby, the composite L-band signal t!.ans- of cerztral station 19 is in response to a 
nlitted from satellite 14  has the same RMS deviation re- dig,tal signal derived on satellite 14 from the A.G.C. level 
gardless of the number of ground stations in operation 40 aprslied to amplifier 9%. T~ the digital indi- 
and appears to be derived from a single source. cation the voltaze from A.G.C. network 92 is fed to 

Phass coherence of the C-band and L-band signals analog to digital converter 95, (he output of which is 
respectively received and transmitted from satellite 44 modulated bp mixer 96 on a 5 kBz. subcarrier derived 
via antenna 81 and dipiexer 82 is attained by exacting from source 94.  The subcarrier is phase modulated on 
the C-band carrier transmitted from the central station 45 a c-band carrier as seen infra and transmitted to central 
I S  and utilizing the carrier t o  control frequency syn- ground station 15. 
!hzsizer 83 at  the satellite. The 5.1 gHz. carrier is re- The power derived froIn central station is con- 
moved from the n~odulation by feeding the c-band spec- trolled in respollse to the A.G.c. level at  the satellite by 
t:-urn, as illustrated by FIG. 5, to s!!nchronous detector coupling the received ~ - ~ ~ ~ d  carrier diplelexer 
84 through preamplifier 85. Sycchronous detector 84 is 32 to phase locked demodulator loop via c-band 
cnnnec!ed in a phase locked l o ~ p  wilh low pass filter receiver The I.=., A.M. of demodulator $02 
86 which supplies a D.C. signal l o  vollage control1i.d is applied to digital decoder B03, derives a variable 
o:cillator 87. Lovv pass filter 86 is designed to  have a amplitude signal which is coupled to an A.G.C. input 
cut-off frequency of 500 hertz, where5p modulation on tern,inal of C-band transmitter 31. ~ h ~ ~ ~ b ~ ,  c-band 
the 5.1 gHz. carrier, f , ~ ,  does not control the frequency 55 povJer originating at is maintained within 
of osci!lator 89. The outgut of oscillator 87 is fed in  predelernlined bounds arid does not have a tendency 
pnr:illel paths back to synchronous ds:ector 84 aild to to inereas-, uncontrollably if ground station 
eo.itrol frequencies derived from zynthesizer 83. power reaching s:iteIlite 14 should decrease. 

The output of synchi-ono~is detector 84 is fed through - 10 iriaiaiain the reliriive power fed to satellite 14  from 
Lo~v p:tss filter 88, h::ving a cut-ofT f~.cquency to enzible coilstar?t resplct lo the power 
the co-iiplete C-band specti-uin derived l'iom diplexer 82 reaching the saieliite Iro:ll slaiion iind enable 

1.0 ,'-..: .,-, 3 in r''"'. 
r %  I _ i  I l 4 l , V C C L .  

,r%d.,c-, i i i i y  + I - .  PC .. JT. s;,7p.." ... I.., ~ i ;  ' zyatiliii, ivher.ein 
the composite signat ti.::~~~:mi;ted froin the satellite to 

a si;!p,lc c;iitrai static? and orily orie zuxil'ary station ilic rircrafis to he app;'rei;tIy cicrived from n cirizIe source, 
i s  Iric.?t;!feti, tlrc ail-ofr fr-equency of filter RW is on the 
or,.!,:!- of 251; I,EI~., ciiab]i,iri $1 t I., . r~ . - . -  .,:,iip;eie zpectrurn n l  C;5 stzlicn 17 i,~cir?dci; i:i':~!lii to ~~iii;i;ii.e tile 1elaiive ;>o\ver 
r t/- , ,  5 , . . , - .  , , , 

ttiereof ;ii;d r l le cr~~t i ; i l  ci;itiii~n r.e:ic'i:liijr [he s;~te!lite. "'(3 

j;lc?udirlg se.rcrai gi.o d sla"onc, ~~~~~d pr,ss of tile ilGi" ( ;?id2 periphei-;!I s!aiiorl !'l iiiclrides L-hand anlenim 
jii:eg. is adjusted a s  recll;;ret{, feed LO-%, ;0, c;as-ai:ei; LVi& L-ba.i;d receiver 105. 

,- -, . 
l I j r ,  b;cebnnd $r)ectinm_ cferived ioW pass filtfr UE gf-nerated by receiver I05 is coripled to syI1- 

1?,8 ::ro!?giaic;s a carrier frzo,u:ncy der-ived from syn- cii~.onous demodiriator f 66, the output of which includes 
ljlcsij.r.i. 83 in i;I;aso modulator 89. Pk:jse r,,odu:aior f49 a pair of variable aiiipli:ridc signals displacccl by the 
I-cspgn& lo IIle spectrum derived fro111 filter 88  via the frt:)usncies of the signals 11-anslnitied froin stations 15 
li~!ih estab!i&ed thl.ougil low level amplifier 91, having and 17. Thc amplitudes of the sigvals from dernodi~lator 
A.G.C. netxxork 9% connecfed thereto. A.G.C. network I@G are detected by speciruni anaip7ers 167 and 108, 

2 .% ;/; i.esi,oncls to the rnts power in the spectilrni derivzd 75 drlveir in pni.ailei by the ol~tpl i t  of cIemod111::;or 106. The 
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.'<> ,i~i;~,!:lc an;plit:rJe o~:tp::ts :>l :::r:rI:~rci.s 10"7 ?nc? 108,  re- 
spectively pmpooriien::l lo tir:: reiniivc ampiitt~iles of the 
voice sign:ll:: from stations IS  a i d  17 2s received 0 1 1  

satcilite 14,  are compared in comprr: isoil nciliiork 109. 
The singal derived irorn comparison ~erworl i  169 is .. 
applied as the input to an A.G.C. tei-miilal of C-baild 

') 

transmitter 111, the output of which is coupled to feed 
112. Thereby, as the anlpiitude of the voice signal from 
station 17, reaching sateilite 14, varies relative to the 
amplitude of voice signal fiorn station 15, the power 
transmitted from the peripheral station is changed, 
whereby the amplitudes of the spectrums centered at  
160 and 220 kHz., FIG. 5, are maintained equal. Be- 
cause of the demodulation-n~odulation process on satel- 
lite 14 which results in virtually all of the energy trans- 15 
mitted thereby being in the first sideband, detection of 
the anlplitudes of the voice signals is attained with 
relatively simple band pass filter circuits in neiworks 107 
and 108. 

Control of the signal frequency transmitted from &n- 20 
tenna feed 112 is with virt~taliy the same apparatus as 
is employed in the network of FIG. 7. In  particular, phase 
locked loop 113 feeds a C-band ca~.rier to single-sideba3;d 
modulator 1x4 having a frequency to compensate for 
Doppler frequency shift of the saielliie carrier due to 23  
satellite movement. The C-band carrier is heterody:~ed 
with a 18 kHz, bandwidth FM voice signal n~odulated on 
220 kHz. subcarrier source lk6. The voice signal is 
derived from microphone 145 which feeds FM modulator 
117, respansive to  source 114, and is cascaded to single- 30 
sideband modulator 114. 

The L-band sigilal derived from sate!lite I 4  is also 
transmitted to each of aircrafts 11-13 with the baseband 
spectral format indicated by FIG. 5. The 1.54 gliz. 
carrier transmitted from satellite 14  is received on each 35 
of aircrafts 11-13 by antenna 151, FIG. 9,  and fed 
throu$h diplexer 15% to L-band receiver 153. Broadly, I112 
receiving equipment included on each of aircrafts 11-13 
phase demodulates the spectrum received thereby. The 
digital and voice data centered at 100, 160 and 220 kHz. JQ 

are demodulated; the ranging tones are estracled and re- 
layed back to central station 15. In addition, the timing 
and control signal on the 1.0 kHz. baseband subcarrier is 
detected to control the transmission of additional range 
tones from the aircrafts to central station 15. The trans- 4 j  
ceiver on  each of the aircrafts a!so determines the Doppler 
change on the L-band carrier received resulting from 
movement of the aircraft to com,mnsate for Doppler 
frequency shifts. 

The transmission of side tones from the aircrafts m~rst  50 
be in phase coherence relaiive to ihs received side tones. 
T o  this end, L-band receiver I53 feeds the receivecl phase 
modulated U-band carrier io a p i l ~ s e  locked demoduialor 
loop including voltagp, c~i-ttrolled osciElator 153, slaved 
to the frequency and phase of the rec-ived L-band carrier. 55 
Voltage con;rolled oscillator 154, having a noii?inzl fre- 
quency on the order of 20 nleg'ihe~tz ( ~ H z . ) ,  is con- 
trolled by a phase locked frequency divisioll nei.v:.oric in- 
clnding cascaded n~ixers 155--158 artd l o l ~  pass loop filler 
159. From miser 158 is derived a pii:ise derr-,oduiaied 60 
spectrum of the signal transmitted fro111 satellite "Pi, is\-i!irh 
spcc:mil; is a bascbar~d replica of I!?? sp?ctl?ln? iJi~islrated 
by FIG. 5 and inclrides a D.C. component iiidic;;ii:,c: of 
the pli;l"", tfiii'er-ence betwcin (lie iilp'ili:: to ' rh~  ~lli:;.:i.. 7f!i: 
I>.C. sigriai is coripleti as a coiriroi i!pt:i lo c - ~ l l ~ r i ~ i .  1- * (i.3 
l cg,roil-i: ii loop fi?ter $59. to the e\cJ:isive of rl?e iem::itiilc:i 
of the r-cciwd sp:cirr:n~, 13 er:ablidi:? jii~a!r c.oiiei.,-!ice ti :- 
tween voiiii;ge c~lltroiicii osc;i!i~tior l5.E aiid i l i ~  I .54 ($1 F ,  -'. 
signal coupled to receiver 353.  

T o  provide the fi-eqi~eilcy redr~clion necessary to heat 70 
the 1.54 gMz. carrier 10 "snsebc.nd, the output of voltarc 
corlirollctl osci1l:llor 154 is app1l.d iiiiecil:~ io n l i x ~ ~ -  IF;!$; 
while to iliixers 155-157 the oscilln;or orrtpril i s  couplcri 
ti:?ot!gh frequency inultiylicrs 161-263, rei;iizc:ivclp 1ln'~- 

ing mrllti.plica!ion factors or 64, 8 2nd 4. Thc ot-r!pat (if 7 3  
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c:!c?? O F  n i u c r s  !55-)5:I E r i t l r i ~ t i : ,  o i i j y  ;::e i o ~ t - ~  :,~c:cI::~,:J 
s9ecir:iirl of ti?-, two  signals ;;jrplleci illel-;:to. 

The norsirla1 ?0 rnFIz. si:i;al pcnci:~ied by osciil:!o? 
154 is ~ipplicdio frerjrrency divider 164 thni  d.;i.ives sep- 
arate cintpr~ts at t7 i;Bz. 2nd at  4.25 kHz. Iri acid;iio,i, 
Lhc 0uipi:i 01 os~ii!alo.- $54 is fcij !a cp r'l't?quciicy era- 
verter and niodulator circuit 673 that derives a L-baad 
carrier mociu1a:ed by single-sideband data generated at 
the aircraft. 

Circuit I73 comprises seven cascaded mixers 401-407, 
each re-ponsive to a different multiple of the output of 0s- 
ciilator 154 and all, except mixer 401, nsi:onsive lo  lila 
sum frequency derived from the prc-cdinc mixer. Mixer 
4.01 responds lo the baseband spectrum, indicated by FIG. 
6; derived from s u n ~ n ~ i n g  ari:piifier 172 and a 20 l t9z.  
signal derived from divide by 1,000 frequency divider 411, 
fed by oscilla.tor 154. The spcctrum derived froill mixer 
401, on a 20 kHz. carrier, is moduiated with a varisbia 
frequeilcy viave generated by Doppler correction netu.io!-k 
168 in mixer 402, the sum frequency output of which is 
applied to mixer 403. The output frequency of neiworli 
168 is variable in steps of 1.6 kHz. between 70.4 and 
89.6 kHz., depending upon the velocity of the aircraft. 

Up-frequency conversion and channel selection of the 
Doppler corrected carrier modulated by the sprctrum, in- 
dicated by FIG. 6 and derived from iili:;er 402, is vi,!. 
mixers 403-407. iMixer 404 is connected to oscillaior 15.4 
via presettable transmit channel selector frequency divider 
165, while mixers 403, $05, 40.6 and 40'1 are driven by 
oscillator PS4 with frequencies of 1.9, 20,  320 and 1,280 
mSz.  via frequency multipliers 408, 409 and 413, respec- 
tively having nluliiplicaiion factors of 19/%G0, 16 and 
64. Thereby, the output frequency of mixer 407 has a 
nominal L-band center frequency of 1.624 gKz., which 
is variable between 1.626 and 1.628 gIlz., depe~~ding upon 
the selected channe!. 

Channel selector 165 is a frequency divider that de- 
creases the freqriericy of oscillator I54 by a factor of 
91</20,000, where K=553, 554 and 555 for aircrafts 11, 
12 and 13, respectively. In  a practical system involviii;; 
200 aircralts I[< is every integer between 445 and 6.46. on a 
preassigned basis, whereby the output frequencies of 
dividers 165 for the c1iiTerent aircrafts are relatively dis- 
placed 9 k&. The 9 !<HZ. displacement estabiishes the 9 
lt1-I~. carrier separation transmitted from each of aircrafts 
31-13 to preaenl overlapping of spectrums as received at  
satellite 34. The 1.620 mHz. output of mixer 489 is 
applied to k-baad transmitted 981 which feeds diplexer 
152 and antenna 151. 

The details of Doppler correction network 16E are de- 
scribed infra in conjunction with FIG. 11. In  esse~nce, 
netv~ork 168 inc!udes circuiiry responsive to a signal gcil- 
erated interilally thereof such that the frequency trans- 
niitted froill the aircraft appears to be transponder 011 

satellite 14 to be within k 0 . 8  liNz. of the boundaries of 
the preassizned aircraft carrier frequency, joA, regai.dless 
of the aircraft velocity relative to the satellite. As thc 
Doppler shift inlposed by the velocity of the aircraft on 
the carrier frequencies received and transmitted thereby 
exceeds flie designated, predeiernlntd carrier frequency 
by in excess of 1 0 . 8  kHz., the traasn~ttted carrier is re- 
f;~r.n.ed in dixrete steps to a freqrrency almost exactly 
equal to the d-sirnatcd carrier frequency. 

Dor,pler ccr.reciioi: ne;mcrk 468 mcasirres il;e diRci.- 
c;lce fr.equ:;ccy befr :~c- :  iit<: oiifjr?~ts of iici.lli;;.tor. 254 : . 1 7 t i  

r~:fi;~:l~~') SCI ! : ;C I ;  !$$, i n  i.r:;jlnnsi to ciir';:rericc in  fze- 
~rrrerlc;~ :k?ii.eeil 0si;l:in;ors 15-5 ;~ri;i 1" 09; " :iie 0~ : ' t p~ l s  i;: 
"i,Llic:l ma)- v:lr y I:y 3- ii?u.ih ::? :!: 1.10 lTz. bec.;i~cc of f h a  
veiocitjl o i  aircraft 12 relative to sa;elliie 14, netwo1.k 
168 derives a pair of octp::ts, couried respectively to 
digital cotlc gnzrator  171 and mixer. 409. 

i\'eimork 168 has an orrtpilt indicating the range of fre- 
qu-ncy conpied to mixer 402 in stcpi of 1.6 kHz. Nct\?~:-I; 
a65 includes rilezins for establishing li~.~siz:.e~is i:~ tire ?::nee 
i. ;I; . I . . . .< ;  rc.,,,ons; nrhriehy -tep tr:insitions occur a t  a 1ii:;ht.r 
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freyriency as Doppler vari:iiioi~s iriercase and at  a lomicr a spzcirilrii i:; applizd to biiiid pas; fillers 193-195 indicn- 
frequency for decreasing Doppier variations. Tllc hyster- t h e  of VLF omega ranging tones. 
esis separations are on the orcier of 100 Hz,  for the in- During the first five seconc!s of every ten second period, 
creasing and decreasing vai iaiions. Hysteresis is estab- digital decoder 20% respoiriis to tile outptrl of detector 200 
Iisiied for the range indication becanse the difizrcnce in ic coilileci ariiiatiire or COI-tact 205 of swiich 206 to con- 
frequencies applied to network 168 may vary slightly s tact 207; during the rernaiiiing five seconds of each ten 
relative to each other about one of the range val~ies. second interval, the decoder activates armature 205 t o  
Hysteresis prevents such slight variations from being engage contact 208. Thereby, the four 10.2 kHz. V Z F  
coupled as inputs to digital code generator 171 and mixer signals derived from WLF transmitters 11-13 and the 
402, whereby extremely large variations in the outpnt of I-Iawaiian Is!and VLF transmitter, as received on the 
mixer 402 do not occur in both directions in a short time aircraft, are coupled to terminal 207 of switch 206 dur- 
interval. ing the first five seconds of every ten second period. T o  

Each time a 1.6 kHz. Doppler f r eque~~cy  shift, either feed the VLF omega signals to switches 196 and 206, each 
in the upward or downward direction, occurs a different aircraft includes VLF receiving antenna 209, the output 
signal is coupled by correction network 168 to digital 15 of which is coupled to VLF receiver 211 that feeds high 
code generator 171. Digital code generator 171 responds Q band pass fi!ter 212, having a center frequency of 10.2 
to the signal fed thereto by Doppler correction network kHz. During the remaining five seconds of each ten sec- 
168 to derive a multi-bit binary word indicative of the ond period, the R.F. ranging tone at  10.2 kHz. is ex- 
net number of discrete Doppler shifts sensed by correction tractetd from the spectrum derived from mixer 158 by 
network 168. This Doppler compensation technique main- 20 way of the connection between high Q band pass filter 
tains coherence between transmitted and received carriers 213, having a center frequency of 10.2 kHz. and contacts 
since no independent oscillator is coupled directly into 205, 208. 
the signal path. Thereby, the signal derived from armature 205 of 

Consideration is now given to the apparatus utilized switch 256 is a series of five sequentially derived 10.2 
for deriving the data signal derived from summing ampli- 28 kHz. tones during each ten second interval def i~ing ac- 
fier 172 indicated by the spectral diagram of FIG. 6. The tivation of switch 196, which ten second interval is co- 
voice signal, occupying a baseband extending from ap- incident with the omega signal format indicated by FIG. 
proximately 350 to 3,000 Hz., is derived from micro- 2. The five sequentially derived signals a t  the output of 
phone 182, connected to an  input of summing amplifier switch 286 are of varying phase, depending upon the 
1'72 via band pass filter 183, having a cut-off frequency 30 position of the aircraft relative to the four VLF trans- 
of 3 kHz. Digital signals indicative of the velocity of ~nitters and satellite 14. The phase of the signal derived 
the aircraft in the three mutually orthogonal coordinate from band pass filter 213 is considered as a reference 
direction, i, 3 and i, as well as the aircraft altitude, / I , ,  phase relative to the phase of the tones derived in re- 
are derived from four separate, digital transducers 184- sponse to the VLF tra~simission because all of the side 
187. The digital signals derived from transducers 184-189 35 tones are transmitted back to  ground station 45. At the 
and from digital code generator 171 are time division ground stalion, the phase of the received 10.2 HZ. tone 
multiplexed through multiplexing switch 188 to  an input resulting from R.F. modulation is compared with the 
of  mixer 189, the other input of which is the 4.25 kHz, locally generated 10.2 kHz. signal and the difference en- 
output from frequency divider 864. The entire band de- ables the aircraft line of position 25  to be determined. 
rived from mixer 189, extending from 4 to 4.5 kHz., is fed 40 The remaining toiles in the VLF spectrum received by 
to one input of summing amplifier 172 via band pass antenna 209, indicated by the format diagram of FIG. 
filter 192, having upper and lower cut-off frequencies of 2, are fed through band pass filter 213.1, having lower 
4 and 4.5 kHz., respectively. aad upper cut-off frequencies of 11 and 14 kHz., to an  

Side tone ranging signals are applied to inputs of sum- input of summing amplifier 244, the other input of which 
ming amplifier 172 via relatively high Q band pass filters .~j is responsive to the signal at  armature 205 of switch 206. 
193-195, having center frequencies of 3.4, 5.67 and 6.8 The output of amplifier 214, a replica of the omega 
kHz., respectively. The side tone signals are fed to filters spectrum, and therefore a spectrum extending between 
193-195 by a parallel connection of the filter inputs to 10 and 14 kHz., is fed to one input of mixer 215. Mixer 
an  output of electronically controlled switch 196. Switch 215 responds to the spectrum generated by summing 
196 is alternately responsive to side tone signals utilized 50 amplifier 214 and the 14 kHz. output of frequency divider 
in conjunction with the ranging technique involving only 164 to generate a difference frequency spectrum having 
VLF, omega signals and the method employing both VLF coinpounds commensurate with the side tone ranging 
and R.F. signals. Signals required for side tone ranging components fed to satellite 14 from central station 15. 
utilizing only R.F. techniques, as described in conjunction In  particular, the 13.6, 11.33 and 10.2 kHz. components 
with FIG. 4, may be fed through switch 196 during either j g  are translated to frequencies of 3.4, 5.67 and 6.8 kHz., 
interval. respectively. Thereby, the same band pass filters P93- 

The R.F. side tones in the band between three and seven 195 as are utilized for passing the side tones derived 
kHz., as indicated by the spectral diagram of FIG. 5, from band pass filter 187 can be employed for the side 
are derived at  baseband from mixer 158 and fed through tones derived from summing amplifier 214 and the omega 
band pass filter 197; having Iower and upper cut-off fre- 60 spectrum is decreased in frequency to reduce bandwidih 
quencies of 3 and 4 kHz., respectively. The side lone requirements of tlie R.F. links between the aircraft and 
ranging spectrum derived from filter 197 is, therefore, ground station. 
continuously fed to terl::ir,al 138 of s:vitch 196. Switch T o  det-ect rhc digjta! and voice data in the specirrims 
196 is responsive to the timing and control signal centered ceztrred a t  100, 140 2nd 220 kllz. ,  F M  receivers 216 
at I kHz., as c!crived from mixer 158 and fed thi-oush 1.0 65 anti 287 are coilnecied lo he i.esponsive to !he baseband 
kHz. band pass filter 199, having ci:t-ofi: frequencies of ,sign;ii gezeratsd by rilixer 158. FkT receiver 237 i s  manu- 
0.75 and 1.24 kHz.. to A M  detector 2010. '?-he relatively ally ii~nnh!c In 17.: i.;?p(in\i~i; to tii:- voice iign::?.; cen- 
low freq~iencp binary siczial generated by detector 200 is t e r ~ ~ !  r t  160 n::tI ? 2 0  kilz. ,  a&< iicri~icd from central statioi~s 
fed to digital decorder 202 which derives a Iriievei signai 15 and 1'7, to feed speaker 219. 'I-heueby, voice cornmil- 
to alternateiy connect armaiure 203 of switch 196 to 70 nications betimeen ilre airctai't : I I I ~  the area it is proximate 
contacts 204 and 198 every ten second:j. Thereby, the are attained. FM recei.ver 216, having a center frequency 
range tones at the oiitpt~t of band pass filter 197, derivccl of 100 kHz., cleiives ;in AXI s i ~ n a l  in response to digital 
from the K.F. carrier, are fed to summing amplifier 1'9% data transmitted iron1 groilild, central station 15. The 
during alternate ten second periocis. During the other ten digital signals feed to digital decoder 221, the output of 
second periods, when armature 203 engages contact 204, 75 which is fed to a suitable display or indicator 222. The 
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:2i-ie x.qFr.qri . 4,, ,.ciiikIc;t,b,. -*,-: ,.>no The aititl!d-, i:~dicnlion de:.i:rec? 13;' t k  ~o:i!;-;~ii of  ?*;i kE;:. <n;:i-ce 256 to derive :+ pair of dif- - 
frcrrlr AYl ilctt:ctoi. 257 ic; a1 n i'i:ci !o nntl stored in corn- frl.encc frequency slnile-sitlebn~iti 5i~n:tI.: rqiral in fre- 
putei- 41 for tictcrn~iiii:lg aircraft po,,Etioi~ localion in ac- quency 13  the VLF o:l?cp:: i'recjuencies, The difference fre- 
cordarice will1 the er11bodiments of FIGS. 3 aiid 4. quency out:;uts a:' ri-lie-rs 277-279 arc applied to phase 

Consideration is n01,~l given to the apparatus for extract- defectors 281-287, \.,,h!ch compare the ph:!scs of the 13.6, 
ing the side tone distance indication data from the phases 13.374, i1.33, 11.18, 10.2 aiid 10.19 ltliz. sigrlals derived 
of the signals de1-ived from band pass filters 252-254, as from mixers 277-1199 with reference phase signals of the 
is required to determine aircraft position location in ac- saine freguency derived from sonrces 47, 47.1, 289, 289.1, 
cordance with each of ihe embodinlents of FXGS. 1, 3 and 290 and 290.1, I-esp:lctive!y. Thereby during every other 
4. During alternate ten second VLF omega formats, in- omega transinission format, six signals are derived from 
dicated by FIG. 2, the system determines range by re- phase cietectors 282-287. These six signals are converted 
sponding first to the VLF signals and then to  the R.F. to digital indications by computer 4 1  which responds to 
ranging tone signals. Therefore, outputs of filters 252- them to ascertain the aircraft to omega station line of po- 
254 are alternately fed lo different processors, one proces- sition of  FIG. 3 .  

sor for the VLF, omega signals, the other processor for 15 Consideration is now given to the apparatus for estab- 
the R.F. ranging tone signals. lishing sphsrical line of position 25, FIG.  3, about omega 

T o  these ends, multiplexing switch 258 includes three ~t"i0n %O derived in response to the phase of the VLF 
input leads, one connected to the output 3f each of band "igfla! received a t  aircraft 12 fi-On1 station 20. To deter- 
pass filters 252-254, and three ganged armatures 259-261, mine the phase of the VLP signal received at  the aircraft 
the positions of which are determined by the level of the 20 with eclllipnent located a t  station 15, a reference phase 
binary sigllal derived from flip-flop 56. As is indicated of 10.2 kHz. is transnlitted from the station to the aircraft 
supra, the output of flipflop 56 is a square wave having m"de1ayed back to the station. The reference phase re- 
a period of 20  seconds, ~17ith the leading and traili~lg edges ceived at  station 15 is conlparec! to the reference phase 
of the wave occurring in synchronisnl the beginning originating at the station to indicate the phase displace- 
and end of each tell second omega format, 111 response to 25 merit of 10.2 kHz. modulation tone suffers in transnlission 
the binary level derived from Rip-flop 56 being in a first fro" the aircraft to the station. ICnowing the phase dis- 
state, armatures 259-261 are connected to contracts 263- placen1ellt between tile aircraft and station of  the 10.2 
265, respectively; the armatures ellgage contacts 246-268 kHz. modulation on an R.F. carrier, enables the phase of 
iil response to the outpt~t of flip-flop being in the second the 10.2 kEz. VLF sigilal received on the aircraft to be 
state. Annatures 259-261 are activated to the first nained 30 extracte~f siilce both the reference and VLF 10.2 kHz. 
state while tinling a11d colltrol signals derived f r o ~ n  coder tones modulate the same carrier over the same R.F. link. 
54 indicate that the system is in the R.F. side tone ranging AS indicated Supra, coder 54 is activated in response to 
mode; the switch is activated to its other condition with the ouut~lt  of  OR gat@ 53 so that the 10.2 kHz. modulation 
the system in the VLF ranging mode. from source 47 is relayed through aircrsft 12 during the 

With arnlatures 259-261 engaging contacts 263-265, 35 swolld half of alternate omega formats, at times when the 
respectively, the baseband side tones derived from the R.F. aircraft is SO far removed from any omega source that 
side tones are applied to synchro~lous phase detectors 271- ~"ficient signal level of a 10.2 kWz. omega signal is not 
27'6. The variable phase, position indicating A.C. signals attair,ed. 
applied to the detectors 271-273 Prom bandpass filters TO extract the 10.2 kHz, phase reference data received 
252-254 are compared in phase with signals of reference 40 at station I5 f om the 10.2 kHz. omega signals, the D.C. 
phases at frequencies of 3.4, 5.67 and 6.8 kHz. from Ol1tP"t of phase detector 284 is sequentially coupled 
sources 44-46, which sources are utilized fol. modulating t h r o ~ l ~ h  armature 293 of switches 292 to contacts 29-1 and 
single-sideband modulator 34 to derive R.F. ranging tones 235. T o  this end, the output of  OR gate 53, a binary one 
originally transmitted from the central station 15, in&- Ieilel 0111~ dur iw  the first four time slots of  each omega 
cated by FIG. 5. The D.C. voltages of synchronol~s de- jj format, is co~lpled as a conlrol signal to switch 292. During 
tectors 271-2'13 are, therefore, functions of the distance the first five seconds of each omega transmission, armature 
between ground station 15 and the aircraft selected by 293 of switch 292 is energized in response to the output 
phase locked loop 244. The side tones at frequencies of of OR Kite 53 so that it enga.,oes contact 294 and the phase 
3.626, 5.716 ancl 6.5113 kHz. respectively coupled through of 10.2 kHz. VLF signal received on the aircraft is cou- 
band pass filters 252-254 are phase compared in phase 60 pled illto Conlputer 41. During the remaining five seconds 
detectors 244-276 with reference phase signals, at the iden- of each omega format, the armature of switch 292 is ac- 
tical freq~iencies~ derived from sources 44.1-46.1. The tivated so that it engages contact 295 and the 10.2 kHz. 
relative phases of the signals derived from detectors 274- side tone lllodulated on the carricr transmitted from ten- 
276, toyether with the phase indications generated by de- tra-1 station 15, as coupled back to the central station from 
tectors 271-273, enable the position of the tracked air- 55 the aircraft, is fed to the computer. 
craft to be determined without ambiguity in a region hav- T o  enable the isophase characteristics derived from 
ing sides on the order of 7000 miles. The D.C. voltages ~ l l a s e  detectors 282-287 in actor-dance with the oinega 
derived fion-1 cletectors 271-276 are fed to computer 41, locatiol1 mode of the invention to be separated, computer 
vihieh converts then1 into digital signals, stores the signals 41 is responsive to the outp~t t  of VLF omega receiver 
and utilizes tile111 to solve equations for determing aircr'aft 60 51. IZeceiver 56 derives signals indicative of which omega 
ps i t i on  in accordance ivith the en~bocliments described in transmitter is generating a predetermined frequenc1i at  a 
conjunctioil with FIGS. 3 and 4. certain time in a manner ciescribed in the o n l e a  imple- 

Dnring tlre other ten second omega formlt ,  arxi-iatai-cq mentation document. The manner in which computer 41 
259-2$"res-piclivi.ly engage contztcts 266-268 to enzb:e responds to the onrpilt of recei-.lei. 51 to separate the vari- 
clneg:), ' J 1 - F  p;!;is- tli;lercilces to i:e tietecteil for- joc3iicn ~j able pE~nse ir~dicaii~lg or;lputs c?i cietectol-s 282--28hantl 
soivis; ii? ;:ccc;.d:ilici; -:~ith FIG. 3. i n  adtiition. rhe phase co!ai?iita the ni:cr.afi poc,itian is knowin. 
of tire ib.? br fz .  sicti: torre nlotiulnied o n  tile R.F. carrier, C~iiiptitei" 41 is ?rc,i.?-itiirri'ie!l io tieter.i~iine tile position 
as i.cc!:i.~cd by iii; ail-c;a;'i, is tierived so ihat  aircr:ift po- of ihe a i~craf i  in accc;~,!a!ice with tilt cmboclimcrlts of 
siiior: in accoraJ_lti~;ce with the ei~lbodiir~ent of FIG. 3 can FXGS. 3 arid 4. Since coiiiputer 41 is of tile digital type, 
be resolved. T o  convert the side tones rnod~llated on  the 70 and does not function on a real time basis, the calcula- 
carrier tranrmittcd f1-cm i h ~  aiicraft 2.t frequencies of tions made thereby are in  response to signals occurring 
3.4, 3.526, 5.67, 5.716, 6.8 and 6.818i3 kHz. back to fre- in ciiffei-ent or o-vei.la~?piiig iime periods. For example, the 
qi:eifcies of 11.6, 13.374: 11.33, 11,28, 10.2 and 10.19 coiiipritation for nosiiion Iccatioi-I in accordance with the 
kHz., contacts 266-268 are connected to mixers 277-2'79. embodiment of FIG. 1; titiiiziilg VEF, omega isophase 
rcspccliveiy. Each of mixers 277-279 is driven in parallel 75 iechniciues, involves signals being received over a ten 
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sccotrtl l)crl~?ci. i:aEcai;:iiciiis baicti iii;ol; i l i r :  ei~li,o~li:~lzili tor '77 b;ilig iiiii.oil~i<::d by i i ; i :  do:i;l fi-ciiLici!c)i c:c;;lv:ri- 

of FIG. 3 irivolve aEtiiiidh: of tlr,; aiicl,tli iis nit i n ~ ~ u i ,  5iol; f;tctoi-s in tk,e :iilcrilfi i i , ; : ~ ~ ~ c ~ i + ~ c r .  ' ~ ' ~ g c ; ~ ~ ~ i , ~ ~  t f ~ ~ ;  tjliru 
which rilay be received similltancousiy with oi. ai. a JiS- teen output levels of detector 362 cr,vtr the pos':jbli: 
f x c n t  tiii~c ~?O! I I  thc pha,<r ?~-oiii!lzt:d; p?sitic~r? indcatirtcr &5 k:-i7./77 devi;>!ioi! betv;i;cen ihi. f ~ . ~ ~ i i i . ~ ~ j ~ c  of oyr i l -  
signals reqlrired for ~ i l e  techniques of FIGS. 3 arrri 4. .. i itoi-s 154 unii 169. iljnpiiirrtle Je[ecior 202 i.; 
In  the technique irlvolving FIG. 3, the six phase indicat- ' s3 that an output is derived from lead 303 tilereof wlietr 
ing signals from detectors 282-257, derived in response the frequencies of sources 154 and 169 deviate Prom eacli 
to transmission received on aircraft 12 from transmitter other by less than 3-0.4 IcHz./77. For nlaxinlum deviations 
20, are combined with the altimeter reading of the air- between the frequencies of sources 1Sdl and 169 of 
craft, generated by d-tector 257, and tlie aircraft position ?4.4/77 to -t-52/77 kHz., leads 304 and 305 are re- 
relative to  satellite 14, as indicated by the phase indicat- spectively activated, whiie !eads 386 and 307 are eiler- 
ing outputs of detectors 271-276. gized in response to  deviations between &0.4/77 and 

Colilputer 41  determines the aircraft position in accord- &1.2/77 kHz. T o  attain a 100 Hz. hysteresis effect about 
ance with the technique of FIG. 4 by computing aircraft each of the boundaries a t  tlie oiitput of amplitude detec- 
range from satellite 14 in response to the phase indica- 15 tor 302. the output of frequency discriminator 301 is fed 
tions from detectors 271-256. The range rate, or  velocity, in paralie! to a bank of seven r:mpIiii~de level detecting 
of the aircraft relative to satellite 14 is determitied in networks 511-317 (only four of which are shown) 
response to the Doppler frequency shift imposed by the through absolute value network 318. Each of networks 
aircraft on the carrier received and transmitted thereby, 311-317 derives a binary one output only when the input 
derived a t  central station 15 in response lo the outputs 20 thereof lies within a different, predetermined non-over- 
of low pass filter %46 and A M  detector 253. The velosi- lapping amplitude range. The b o ~ i ~ ~ d a r y  values of the 
ties of the aiicraft relative to the earth in the three co- amplitude ranges to which each of the detectors 311-314 
ordinate directions are determined from outputs of de- is responsive are separated by 150/77 Hz. from a bound- 
tector 25'3, as is the distance of the aircraft from the ary value of the adjacent detector. For example, the 
center of the earth. These velocity signals o r  velocity sig- 25 ranges of detectors 311, 312 and 313 for frequency sep- 
nals derived by computer 41 in accordance with a tech- arations between sources 154 and 169 are respectively 
nique disclosed in the previousljr mentioned copeding 0 to 0.35/77 kHz., 0.45/77 to 1.15/77 kHz., and 1.25/77 
application S. N. 641,431 of Laughlin, Jr. et  al. are uli- to i.95/77 kHz. 
lized by computer 4X to correct for errors in the f i t -  The output of each of networks 311-319 is applied to 
quencies of the side tones, as derived froin cietectors 271- 30 the set input of a correspoi~ding flip-flop 321-327 (only 
276 and 282-289; such erroIs being due to  Doppler fre- four of which are illustrated). The reset inputs of each of 
quency shift. The computer internally corrects for the flip-flops 322-326 are derived from the outputs of the two 
Doppler frequency shift by co~ilbining digital iiidicaticns amplitude detectors adjacent the detector feeding that 
of the signals generated by detectors 291-296 and 282- pariicular flip.-flop set input through OR gates 332-336 
26'7 with the error calcu!atect thereby. :13 (only two of which are illustrated). In  contrast, the reset 

Computer .41 responds to the siznais applied thereto to  inputs for flip-flops 321 and 327 are respectively derived 
provide three indications of the position of each aircraft o111y in response to the outputs of amplitude detectors 
being tracked. The computer output is fed to a bank of 312 and 316. 
indicators, as a series of sequential binary mords, and In  operation, each of Sip-flops 321-327 is initially 
modulates 100 kHz. subcarrier source 39 applied to FM 4i) activated to  the reset stale. Flipflop 321 is energized to 
modulator 36. Air tramc co~ltroller personnel m-onitor the the set state as the aircraft is warmed up on  the ground 
digital indications and in response thereto issue cozn- in response to the binary one output derived from network 
mands to the aircraft via a voice link thrwLigh microphone 311 that results from the zero level output of frequency 
43 or, preferably, via digital signals fed to computer 41 discriminator 301. As the aircraft moves, the output volt- 
via input 300. The digital signals are coupled through the 13  ages of discriminator 301 and network 318 increase in 
computer to frequency modulate subcarl.ier source 39. amplitude until the maximum level of detector 311 is ex- 
The positional data regarding each aircraft deriv.ed from ceeded and a binary zero is applied to the set input of 
computer 41 and the digital signals on inpirt 300 morll~- flip-flop 321. Flip-flop 321, however, remains activated 
late the 100 kHz. subcarrier of source 39, whe~eby each to the set state and a binary one is still generated thereby 
o,f the aircrafts 11-13 has signals transmitted to it indica- 60 on o~l tput  lead 353 since the flip-flop reset input has not 
tive of:  the position thereof, the location of other prox- been activated. 
iniate aircrafts and digitat co~nmand data originating with Thereby, flip-flop 321 remains energized until the 
the aircraft controller. aircraft velocity results in an output voltage from dis- 

Consideration is now to  FIG. 11, a circuit dia- criminator 301 commensurate with a frequency deviatioll 
gram of Doppler frequency correction network employed 5.5 between sources 154 and 169 equal to 0.45/77 kHz. A t  
on each of the 11-13, a common feature for all such a velocity, a binary one output is derived from detec- 
of the position locating enlboi:iments disclosed herein. tor 312, causing flip-flops 321 and 322 to be respectively 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l t ~ ,  the D ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~  comp-nsaiion circuit of F:G. 11 reset and set. Flip-Bop 322 remains in the set status even 
cornares the freqrlency of vdtr,ge conirolIei.: 0s- if the frequency departure between sources 154 and 169 
ciilaior 154 with a frequency of p.0 , l l ~ ~ z ,  de- 60 drops below 5.45/77 kHz., as iollg as it does not reach 
rived fronl 169. in response lo file \railable fi-e- 0.35/77 kHz. Thereby, a hysteresis eflect is :achieved be- 

quency output ciifiritlg from the refciel7ce ~r~~~~~~~ b:, tween the set outputs of fiip-Cops 321 :ind 322. Iil a similar 

predeiern3iaed levcis, valiablc fi.eqlie17cy divider "'"liner, hysteresis effects are xiiairled between the set 

s jve  to the v o l t n y e  con i , -o l~~~c ' ;  o:,:i!l:ai,?!- clttviili is ;;rii.. 
""'P'"' of 'he ''he' fl'~-flol" 3'3--3"Y7. 

v,.-n I 
- - I ,  v ~ t , i l t :  .;it:nai3 xj-e fed cli: .(:!I caiii: y,-~c;-siiri- 17i .  ';" Tlie direction 01 the ~elative Preqire;.cy ci::>nzr betwcen 

:,ci!ic:2s 154 2nd 16fiis ($ct?rJ?iin:cf ni:-y]j!t;dc p() i ; ;~ . i l y  
'To these cniir;, (he "1.eclirrncie:: dri.l.c,cd i'r-om c-~ciliaioi.: ,. . . tielector 340, connected to be responsive to ;he output of 

154 arrcl 169 are suppiieti io frec;i~.:iicy ci~sc:rrnli!:iai#i- 301, frequency discrirninaior 301. Deiector 340 irlcludes two 
the orltput of which is a U.C. vol!;ii.e in:lic:itive cf the outputs, on each of which is n-e:;r~ctively generated a posi- 
ma&nitude and polarity of the c?epar.tnut OF the voltage 70  tive voltage in response to positive o r  negative output 
controlicct 0scill:itor oillpiii I'l'e~LIe!l~:/ i'i'oill the freqrl~ircy voltages of frequency di:;ci.iiniii;itor "1. 'The o~ i tp r~ t s  of 
of source 16% 7 he  D.C. o~ilpirt v o i i ~ f : e  of tliscriiniiiiitor. detecior 340 are applied in pai.;iIlei as conirol i i~~?~! ts  to 
301 is supplied to alnpiiiitdi: ~ iz iwlor  XQ, hrivir~g 1 :3 <!if- polar, e lec t~oi~ic  swiiches 342-517 (iil~ustraleti for sini- 
ferent output levels (o~l ly  four of  wiiii.!! are sho~xn)  to plicity as mechanical switches and only two of wliiclt are 
cover each of 13 dine:-ent tr400/77 hertz steps, t!le lac- ;r, shown). Switches 342-347 respond to the control volt- 
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ages of detector 34U I c  selectively feed the o!rtputs of Ideally, for f~,-0, ths carrier rec7,uencii recpiveg a! the 
Aipflops 321-329 to one of two output leads. Thereby, if satellite from the aircraft is: 
:he output voltage of discriiminator 30% is positiva, leads 
304 and 305 are respectively connected with the outputs 

/ n.r\ 
f1E " . ~ T E ( ~ , )  

of flip-flops 327 and 322, while leads 305 and 3U9 are ($1) 

connected to the flip-flop oulpuis in response to a negative To reccive (the desired frequency) of Ecjuatiorr 9 011 
output voltage from discriminator 301. the satellite, fRs  in Equations 7 and 9 must be equal. Ac- 

The outputs of amplitude comparator 302 are applied cordingly, by simplifying terms the following equation is 
in parallel to digital coder 171, FIG. 9, and settable fre- derived: 
quency divider 351 which selectively reduces the fre- 10 iW A 
quency of source 154. Settable frequency divider 351 is a (1+2 ~ ) + 2 - ~ f T s = o  I" C  ( 1 0 )  
counting chain wherein stages are inserted and removed 
at will in response to activation of the output leads of The of Equation 10 can be defined as: 

comparator 302. The frequency division factor of counter 
351 on the output frequency of oscillator 154 is expressed 15 f g - f ~ s g ( 1 + 2 $ )  
as N/12,500, wherein N  is selectively any integer between 

( 1 1 )  

44 and 46. Thereby, the output frequency of divider 351 and 

is variable between 70.4 and 89.6 kHz. in steps of 1,600 il!l R 
Hz., depending upon which one of the output leads of 

f D & 2 - - r n f  

comparator 302 is energized. If the Doppler frequency 20 
K C 'rS ( 1 2 )  

shift resulting from the velocity of the aircraft is less than 
"here: 

t 4 0 0 / 7 7  hertz relative to source 169, resulting in a binary f g  is the Doppler compensation 011 the aircraft, and 
one on lead 303, N=50 and the output frequency of f n  is the uncon~pensated Doppler on the satellite. 
divider 351 is 80 kHz. As indicated supra, the hysteresis Solving Equation 10 for D yields: 
effect prevents large shifts in the output frequency of 25 
divider 351 is slight variations occur in the difference of 
the frequencies applied to detector 301 relative to one of 
the boundaries of comparator 302. Thereby, noise or slight 12 211l1kS =21,1> D = ------ 
aircraft velocity changes about a range boundary value C+2& C  ( 1 3 )  
do not result in repeated shifts in the f r e q ~ l e n c ~  trans- 30 The value of Doppler frequellcy, f a ,  seen at  
mitted from the aircraft and coherence is more readily after ~~~~l~~ compensation, is: 
maintained. 

m e  manner by which the Doppler compensation affects 
the frequencies received at the aircraft and transmitted ( 1 4 )  
therefrom is derived from the following analytical ap- 36 Although Equation 13 indicates that D varies directly 

If the satellite transmitter carrier frequency to with i3,, in the Doppler compensation technique described 
the aircraft is f T S ,  the carrier frequency received at the supra in connection with FIGS. 9 and 11, D actually as 
aircraft ( f R A )  varies with range rate (R,) as follows: sun~es a discrete value for each of a plurality of predeter- 

mined ranges of k,. For this reason, f a  is some finite 
value except at the mid-point of each pl-edetermined range 

( 3 )  8, at which points f,=O. In the discussion of FIGS. 
where C is the speed of light. The carrier frequency trans- 9 and 11 a guard band of k 1 kHz. for each aircraft was 
mitted by the aircraft ( ~ T A )  to  the satellite after Doppler assunled, thereby constraining f a  in Equation 14 to the 
compensation of D is: limits of r t l  H z .  With the value of f ,  being chosen as 

ill- D 44-0 (4) 45 k 1  kHz., the ranges of fi, are determined. Each of these 
f ~ ~ = f n ~ ( - ~ ) = f ~ ~ ( ~ ) ( l + ~ )  rallges requires a different discrete value of D for f ,  of 

Equation 14 to equal 0 at the mid-point of that range. 
where : By utilizing the compensation technique described, a 
M=the factor of up-frequency multiplication of the 20 system involving communications to 200 aircrafts, each 

mHz. output of oscillator 154 to the input of transmitter 50 having a channel bandwith of 7 kHz, and a guard band of 
181; and 5 1  kHz., the total bandwidth for the guard bands is 0.4 

K=the factor of down-frequency division of the output of mHz. In contrast, if no con~pensation of the type ern- 
receiver 1@3 to oscillator 154. ployed in the present invention were utilizecl, a bandwidih 

of 4.2 mNz, would be required for the 200 guard bands. 
The carrier frequency received at the satellite ( ~ R s )  from 55 Thereby a bandwidth saving in excess of !,000% is 31- 
the aircraft is: tained in a practical system employiilg 200 aircrafts. 

While we have described and illustrated several specific 

(5) embodiments of our invention, it will be clear that varia- 
tions in the details of the embodiments specifica!ly illas- 

Substituting Equation 4  into Equation 5, yields: 60 trated and described may be 111ade without departing fronl 
the true spirit and scope of the invention as defined in 
_/,_ - 

(6 )  
trlc appended claiiiis. 

We claim: 
Fqrlaliun 6 rr-ray he approxirn;~ted with n binomial ex- I .  A method of determir:ing th?  position of an ohjcct 

pansion as: 65 coillprising transmitting a first sidc tone speclrrin~ at VLF 
from a Rr\t prcdcirrmincd fixed j-!<iint, irans~uiitirsg i , i ~  

R.F. carrier modulated with a second side tone spectriim 
(7) from a second predetern~ined point, receivinn the first - 

and second spectrunls on ihe object, determining from the 
Without ~ o p p l e r  compensation at the aircraft (i.e. 70 phase of the toiles in the fil.st and secolld spectrums re- 
in Equation 7) the carrier frequency received by the satel- ceived on the object relative to reference phases the dis- lite from the aircraft would be: tance of the object relative to the first and second points, 

determining on the object the distance of the object from 
the center of the earth, and combining the three distance 

($) 75 determinations to establish the location of the object. 
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2 7hz nieti~c,ir oC clCilm 1 riliiilt~ riiiE~tciing tiit: 5tep ;li ?kt rtretliod i>f' ~ i ~ i i i ~ :  4 f ~ l r i h ~ l  iiicf~iding t h ~  s"Lp 
oi i? il17Sil'iti~j?,g JI: li 1- L ~ I  21c1 rnoduldied u ith both caid ol tr ,irzsmitiiny VLT s p ~ t :  tlms from a t  ledit tlrree &Pier- 
ipeccrliri1, a\ i r ~ e l i e d  OR ~ i ie  obj~ct ,  ,ind ilat,r riidrtciiivb erit f ix~c i  ioc<itlc>ns, rtcervlng s a d  VLT spectntrns on cach 
of S P I ?  dcitimii"rtlolt frolrl tile object io a ce~rti,~l ii,d,on, oblect ,ind rnoc'trlat~ng :he cdrrrei transmiited from each 
arld pciloimiilg snid deteirrttildiion5 'kt the ~erttidi sia~ion oLjcct w ~ t h  the phase of the VLF rpect~urns re~cived 5 ~n lesponse to the spectrun~s rece~ved thereat. on each object. 

3. The method of clai111 2 wherein one of the f~equen- 11. The method of claim 10 further including the step 
cies of the f i~s t  and second spectrunls is thc same, de- of modulating the second carrier with a side tone spec- 
rivrng s a ~ d  R.F. cai~ier  for the second spect~urn at the trum, modulating each of said first carriels in response 
central station and relaying it to the ohject via a fixed to the phase of the side tone spectnim as received on each 
point in space, comparing the phase of said onc f ~ e -  respective object, and at  the cent~al station comparing 
quency modulatin_c the carrier at the centla1 statron w~!h the phase of the side tone spectrums modulating each of 
the phase of said one frequency as ieceived at the central the first carriers as received at  the central station with 
statlon for the second spectrum to derrve a lefe~ence the phase of the side tone spectrums modulating the 
phase for said one frequency in the first spectrunl as le- 15 second carrier. 
ceived at the central station. 12 The method of claim 11 wherein a synchronous 

4. The method of claim 1 further including thc \tep of satellite relays said carriers f ~ o m  the objects to the sta- 
transmitting an P..F. carrier modulated with both s a ~ d  tion. 
spectrums, as received on the object, from the object 13. The method of claim 12 wherein said satellite is 
to the second point, and perfolming said determinations 20 susceptible to  movement, measuring Doppler frequency 
at the second point in response to the spectrums received shift resulting from movement of the satellite of an R.F. 
thereat. carrier transmitted from the satellite to the central sta- 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein one of the frequen- tion, determining the distance between the satellite and 
cies of the first and second spect~ums is the same, deriv- the central station in response to the Doppler frequency 
ing said R.F. carrier for the second spectrum at the sec- 25 shdt. 
ond point, conlparing the phase of said one frequency 14. The method of claim 13 further including transmit- 
modulating the carriel at the second roint with the phase ting at will a modulated carrier from a second station, 
of srid one fiequency as ieceived at the second point fox receiving the ca~riers and beating them to a baseband 
the second spectrum to delive a refe~ence phase for said spectiurn at the satellite, linearly phase modulating the 
one f~equency in the f i~s t  spectrtllll as ieceived at tlle :%I baseband spectrum of a carrier transmitted from the ob- 
second point. jeci so that the RMS phase deviation on the carrier trans- 

$. The method of claim 1 fmther including the step niltted from the object is constant despite changes in the 
of transmitting an R.F. cairier modulated with both said powet level transmitted from the second station. 
spectlumc, as received on the object, from the object to  15. The method of claim 14 further including the step 
the second point, one of the frequencies of the first and ;j of v a ~ y ~ n g  the power level transmitted from the central 
second spectrums being the same, at the second point statlon in response to the second station being activated 
comparing the phase of said one frequency in the first so that the relative per channel power transmitted from 
spectrum with the phase of said one flequency for the the satellite to the object remains substantially constant 
second spectlum as received on the object to derive a ref- despite changes in the powel level transmitted from the 
erence phase for said one frequency in the first Spectrum 40 second station. 
as leceived at the object. 16. The method of claim 8 further including the step 

'9. The method of claim 4 wherein said object is mov- of transmitting VLF spectrums from at least three differ- 
ing to Doppler shlft the effective carrier frequency trans- ent fixed locations, receiving said VLF spectrums on each 
m~tted from the object, compensating on the object for ohject, and modulating the car~ier transmitted from each 
the Dopple~ shift by: comparing the received carrier fre- 4, object with the phase of the VLF spectrums received on 
quency with a reference f~equency, and shifting the trans- each object. 
mitted ca~rier  frequency by discrete steps in response 17. The method of claim 8 further including the step 
to the ~eceived frequency differing from the reference of modulating the second carrier with a side tone spec- 
frequency by predetermined steps so that the apparent trum, modulating each of said first carriers in response 
f~equency of the transmitted carrier received at the firsf 50 to the phase of the side tone spectrum as received on 
point always lies wiihin a boundary equal to the frequency each respective object, and at the central station com- 
spread of one half of one of the steps. paring the phase of the side tone spectrums modulating 

8. A method of apprising a plurality of objects of their each of the first carriers as received at the central sta- 
relative position conlprising transmitting from each of tion with the phase of the side tone spectrums modulating 
the objects a first R.P. carrier having variable phase side 55 the second carrier. 
tone spectrulns ind~cative of the position of the object, 18. The method of claim 8 wherein a synchronous 
receiving said first carriers at a central station, compL1t- satellite relays said carriers from the objects to the station. 
ing at the central station the position of each object in 19. The method of claim 18 wherein said satellite is 
reyponse to the side tone spectrun~s, modulating 2 second susceptible to movement, measuring Doppler frequency 
It. F. car~ier transmitted from the station with the Corn- (to shift resulting from nlovement of the satellite of an R F. 
~ u t e d  ~ o ~ l t i o n s  or the objects, receiving and demod~~lating ca~rier transmitted flom the satellite to the central station, 
the cecond carr:e: o r  at leact one .-'f the objects to provide dud vaiying the frequct~cy of ille a i r i e r  trnnbnrilted from 
rnc1~cdtinns of the computeti positions of the objects the central station so that the apparent Garner frequency 

9   he method of claim 8 where311 each of said oblects received by the satellrte from the central station remains 
ts  capable of mox rtrg at  a sulrit- en^ veloc~ty to apprre~rably i,, constarrt deinrle the goppler frequency shlfl 
Dop~ lc c h ~ f t  k h ~  friqilcvcy of il cal l  l e i  receiveti the! ei?v 20 Tilt nr~rhvd  of ~lairrr 19 :viieret*t tile R F ra r~ ie r  
and frlrther 'ncluding the stepc of measL'ring Ihe Doppler utlllzed fol me;asllrrng Doppler freqtrency qhrft cltfier5 In 
freqllency sh'fe of the carrier On each of the frequency from the carrier modulated by +he specttrinls 
shlfirtrg the carrret frequency transmrtted from each of transrnitted f ~ o r n  the snlelllte to the cential stat~on. 
the objects to the station by clisclete steps in response 70 
to !he Doppler frequency sirlft exceeding predetermined 211 The method of c l ~ i m  18 wherein said satellite is 

boundary levels so that the apparent fiequency trans- susceptible to movement, measuring Doppler f lequenc~ 
nl~ited f ~ o m  each of the object5 as ,ece~ved at the sta- shift reslili~ng fioin rnovement of the satelllie of an R F. 
t ~ o n  lies with~rl predelern~rned lirn~ts equal to one half of carrier transmitted from the satellite to the central sta- 
one of said steps. 75 tion, determinrrlg the d~stance between the satellite and 
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the cenira! statinn in response to the Doppler freqt~ency. spite changes in the nmzher of carriers received by the 
shift. station. 
22. The method of claim 8 further including trans- 28. The station of claim 27 wherein said modulating 

nlitting at viiil a modulated carrier from a second station, means includes a variable gain network for controlling the 
the carriers and beating them to a baseband ampliti~de of the spectrums to be modulated in response 

s~ectrum at the satellite, liilearly phase modulating the to the total power in the spectrums derived fro111 said 
baseband spectrum of a carrier transmitted from the heterod~lling means. 
object so that the RMS phase deviation on the carrier 29. A system for determining the position of an object 
translnitted from the object is constant despite changes comprising a first station for transmitting an electro- 
in the power level transmitted from the second station. rnagnetic very low frequency wave modulated with a 

23. ~h~ method of claim 22 further including the step slde tone spectrum, a second station for transmitting an 
of varying the power level transmitted from the central R.P. electromagnetic carrier wave modulated with a sec- 
station in response to the second station being activated ond side tone spectrum, said first and second stations 
so that the relative per channel power transmitted from being displaced in position from each other, said object 
the satellite to the object remains substantially constant 15 including: means for receiving the very low frequency 
despite &anges in the power level transmitted froln the electromagnetic Wave, and transceiver means for receiv- 
second station. ing the modulated R.F. carrier, said transceiver means 

24. The method of claim 8 further including trans- including means for transmitting a second R.F. carrier, 
rnitting at will a modulated carrier from a secoild station, means for  deriving a signal indicative of the distance 
receiving the carriers and beating them to a base band 20 of the object from the center of the earth, means for 
spectrum at the satellite, phase modulating the base band modulating the first and second spectrums received by 
spectrum on a carrier transmitted from the relay station said transceiver and said signal on the second R.F. carrier, 
to the object alld both of said stations, and varyirlg the means for transmitting the modulated second R.F. carrier 
power level transmitted fronl the central station in re- from said transceiver; and means responsive to the mod- 
sponse to the second being activated so that the 25 ulated second R.F. carrier transmitted from said trans- 
relative per chancel power transmitted from the satellite ceiver for determillins the location of the object. 
to the object remains substantially constant despite 30. The system of claim 29 wherein the transceiver 
changes in the power level transmitted from the second includes a phase locked loop for demodulating the first 
station. R.F. carrier and deriving replicas of the tones, said loop 

25. A method of deternlining the position of an object 30 including an oscillator responsive to the frequency and 
comprising transmitting a first side tozle spectsum at  phase of the received first carrier for controlling the 
VLF from a first predetermined fixed point, transmitting frequency and phase of a carrier transmitted from th- 
an R.F. carrier modulated with a second side tone spec- transceiver, altimeter means for deriving an altitude signal 
trum from a second predetermined point, receiving the indicative of the distance of the transceiver from the 
first and second spect~vms on the object, determining 35 center of the earth, and means for modulating said car- 
koln the phase of the tones in the first and second rier transmitted from the transceiver with said altitude 
spectrums received on the object relative to reference signal and the replicas of the tones. 
phases, the distance of the object relative to the first and 31. The transceiver of claim 30 further including means 

second points, determining the distance of the object from for detecting a control signal modulated on the R.F. 
the 

of the earth, and combining the three distance 4° carrier transmitted to the transceiver, means for convert- 

determinations to establish the location of the object. ing the frequencies in the received spectrum to the same 
frequencies as said second side tones, and means respon- 24. A system for apprising a plurality of objects of sive to said control signal for time multiplexing the first their relative position compi.ising a transceiver on each and second side tones to said means for modulating the 

of the objects, the transceiver on each of said objects g5 carrier transmitted from the carrier. 
comprising means for transmitting a first R.F. carrier 32. ~h~ transceiver of claim 31 wherein one of the 
having variable phase side tone spectrums indicative of second side tones has the same frequency as one of first 
the ~osition of the object; a central station comprising: side tones and means responsive to said control signal for 
means for receiving the first carrier transmitted from time multiplexing said same frequencies to said modulat- 
each of said transceivers, means responsive to said first 50 ing means. 
carriers for computing the position of each object in 33. In a system for determining the position of an 
response to the side tone spectrums, a source of second object, comprising a station for transmitting a first R.F. 
R.F. carrier, means for modulating the second R.E. car- carrier having a side tone spectrum modulated thereon; 
rier in response to the computed position of each object, said object including: means for deriving a signal indica- 
and means for transmitting the modulated second R.F. 55 tlve of the distance between the object and the center of 
carrier; said transceiver further including: means for the earth, means for receiving the first R.F. carrier and 
receiving the second R.F. carrier, and means for de- extracting the modulation imposed thereon, a source 
modulating the received second carrier to provide in&- of second R.F. carrier, means for nlodulating said second 
cations of the computed positions of the objects. R.F. carrier with the modulation from the first carrier 

27. ~h~ s~,slem of claim 26 further including a relay 60 alld said distance indicating signal, and means for trans- 
station responsive to said fil.st carriers, each mitting said modulated second R.F. carrier; said station 

of said carriers being displaced from each other means for receiving said modulated 
in frequency, the frequency displacement being greater second R.F. carrier. 

34. The system of claim 33 wherein the station in- 
tiran the bandwidth of spectr~~nls modlllating the ca~rie1.s~ 1:5 cludes a phase locked 

illen,lS for extraciirrg said 
said station including nieans responsive i o  the first and second side tones and allililde iridicaling signals Prom 
carriers for. hetei-odyniag them to i!~e same reference ti,, second carritr, mearis for deriving signals indicative 
frequency so that one of the spectrums is at baseband of the relative phases of the extracted and a 
an6 each of the other specti-'urns is modulated on sub- reference phase source, comptlter means responsive to 
carriers at frequencies equal to the displaceiilents of the 70  said altitude and phase indicating signals for deriving an 
carl-iers for other spectrums from the carrier of said one indication of the object position, and means for single- 
spectrum, a ~ d  means for linearly phase modulating a sideband modulating said first R.F. carrier with said ref- 
carrier transmitted from the station with the heterodyned erence phase tones. 
spectrums so that the RhtS deviation of the modulation 35. The system of claim 34 wherein the station further 
index of the transmitted spectrums remains constant de- 75 includes means for extracting information from the first 
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R.F. carrier indicative of the Doppler frequency shift for the Doppler shift by: comparing the received carrier 
imposed on the first carrier in response to movement of frequency with a reference frequency, and shifting the 
the object, means for demodulating signals indicative of transmitted carrier frequency by discrete steps in re- 
the velocity of the o'bject modulated on the first carrier, sponse to the received frequency differing from the ref- 
and means for feeding said information and velocity erence frequency by predetermined steps so that the ap- 
indicating signals to said computer. parent frequency of the transmitted carrier received at the 

36. The transceiver of claim 34 further including first p i n t  always lies within a boundary equal to the fre- 
means for receiving VLF signals, and means for deriving quency spread of one half of one of the steps. 
a control signal in response to the received VLF signal, 44. The method of claim 38 further including the step 
and means responsive to said control signal for selective- of transmitting an R.F. carrier modulated with both said 
ly coupling one of the phase indicating signals to said spectrums, as received on the object, from the object to 
computer. the second station, one of the frequencies of the first and 

39. The system of claim 36 wherein the station further second spectrums being the same, at the second station 
includes means for modulating said second carrier in re- comparing the phase of said one frequency in the firs2 
sponse to said control signal. 15 spectrum with the phase of said one frequency for the 

38. In a method of determining the position of an second spectrum as received on the object to derive a 
object, the steps of transmitting a first side tone spectrum reference phase for said one frequency in the first spec- 
at VLF from a first station, transmitting an R.F. carrier trum as received at the object. 
modulated with a second side tone spectrum from a sec- 45. In a method of determining the position of an ob- 
ond station, receiving the first and second spectrums on 20 ject, comprising the steps of transmitting a first side tone 
the object, and determining from the phase of the tones spectrum at VLF from a station, receiving the first spec- 
in the first and second spectrums received on the object trum on the object, determining from the phase of the 
relative to reference phases the distance of the object tones in the first spectrum received on the object rela- 
relative to the first and second stations. tive to reference phases the distance of the object rela- 

39. The method of claim 38 further including the step 25 tive to the first station, determining the distance of the 
of transmitting an R.F. carrier modulated with both said object from the center of the earth, and combining the 
spectrums, as received on the object, to a central station, two distance determinations to enable the location of the 
and at the central station performing said determination. object to be established. 

40. The method of claim 39 wherein one of the fre- 46. The method of claim 45 further including the step 
quencies of the first and second spectrums is the same, 30 of transmitting an R.F. carrier modulated with both said 
deriving said R.F. carrier for the second spectrum at the spectrums, as received on the object, and data indica- 
central station so that the second station and central sta- tive of said determination from the object to a central sta- 
tion are the same, comparing the phase of said one fre- tion, and performing said determinations at the central 
quency modulating the carrier transmitted from the cen- station in response to the spectrums received thereat. 
tral station with the phase of said one frequency in the 35 47. In a method of determining the position of an 
second scpectrum as received at the central station to object, the steps of transmitting an electromagnetic wave 
derive a reference phase for said one frequency in the from a station, said wave having a side tone spectrum 
first spectrum as received at the central station. modulated thereon, receiving the modulated wave on the 

41. The method of claim 38 further including the step object, determining from the phase of the tones in the 
of transmitting an R.F. carrier modulated with both said 40 spectrum received on the object relative to reference 
spectrums, as received on the object, from the object to phases the distance of the object relative to the first sta- 
the second station and performing said determinations at tion, determining the distance of the object from the cen- 
the second station in response to the spectrums received ter of the earth, and combining the two distance deter- 
thereat. minations to enable the location of the object to be de- 

42. The method of claim 48 wherein one of the fre- 45 termined. 
quencies of the first and second spectrums is the same, References Cited 
deriving said R.F. carrier for the second spectrum at the UNITED STATES PATENTS 
second station, comparing the phase of said one fre- 
quency modulating the carrier at the second station with 3,384,891 5/ 1968 Anderson ----------- 343-6.5 
the phase of said one frequency as received at the second 50 3~400~399 9'1968 ICline --------------- 343-112 

- - 
statibn for the second spectrum to derive a reference RODNEY D. BENNEm, Primary Examiner 
phase for said one frequency in the first spectrum as re- 
ceived at the second station. R. E. BERGER, Assistant Examiner 

43. The method of claim 41 wherein said object is 
moving to Doppler shift the effective carrier frequency 55 U.S. C1. X.R. 

transmitted from the object, compensating on the object 235-150.271; 343-6.5, 15, 105 




